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An analytical study of the transient response of a perfectly conducting circular

cylinder to cylindrical electromagnetic waves has been carried out. The time dependent

expressions of the induced current density on the surface of the cylinder are derived for

both the shadow and illuminated regions and for both the early and late times. The

analysis is based on the frequency domain eigenfunction solution of the induced current

density on the cylinder surface. For the early-time solution, the'Watson transformation is

employed to transform the eigenfunction solution to an integral. The integral is then

evaluated for large values of the Laplace transform variable, in the shadow region by a

residue series, and in the illuminated region by the saddle point method. For the late-time

solution, the inverse Laplace transform is computed by evaluating the corresponding con-

tour integral. A single expression which is valid for both the shadow and the illuminated

regions is derived and the range of validity of the expression is discussed. It covers all

the time ranges in the shadow region, the late time range in the illuminated region and

part of the early and intermediate time ranges for large angles in the illuminated region.

In the analysis of the early-time solution, alternate approaches are also presented and the

corresponding results are compared. The current response to an impulsive plane wave is

derived as a special case. A similar analysis is applied to obtain the transient current

response of a circular cylinder to an electromagnetic pulse of a double exponential type.

The transient field response is studied for a perfectly conducting cylinder and an analyti-

cal expression is also derived for the transient field response ofa dielectric cylinder.
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L.L Electromagnetic Transients

The subject of time domain electromagnetic scattering has received considerable

attention in the last two decades tll-t41. This is mainly due to the very useful and

interesting properties of the time domain scattering solution, one of which being that the

time domain signature of a scatterer is very closely related to its physical shape parame-

ters [5].

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Different techniques have been developed for solving transient scattering problems,

which include: a) numerical inverse Fourier transform of frequency domain solutions; b)

space-time integral-equation technique; c) Singularity Expansion Method; d) finite differ-

ence time domain solutions; and e) closed form transient solutions for special geometries.

Even though most of the scattering problems have to be solved using numerical

methods, there are some special types of geometries which admit exact analytical solu-

tions. For example, the scattering of a plane wave by a perfectly conducting sphere [6],

by a perfectly conducting cylinder [7], and by a perfectly conducting wedge [1,ch.1] have

all been treated analytically and explicit solutions have been obtained. Study of these

special geometries is of great theoretical importance.

Out of all the two-dimensional structures, the circular cylinder has the simplest
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shape and, has been studied most intensively in both the frequency and time domains. It

has, in particular, been extremely valuable as a basic model for the development of dif-

ferent techniques applicable to more general shapes. The study of this simple model

enables us to gain more physical insight into the transient scattering procsss and the

results for this benchmark can be used as a test case for numerical methods applicable to

a variety of complex geometries.

1,.2 Literature Review

Transient response of a perfectly conducting circular cylinder to both the TE

(transverse electric) and TM (transverse magnetic) polarized plane electromagnetic

waves has been already exhaustively studied by analytical and numerical methods. For

the case of TE polarization, the incident magnetic field is parallel to the axis of the

cylinder, while for TM polarization the incident electric field is parallel to the axis of the

cylinder.

In 1959, Wait and Conda [8] considered the transient scattering of plane elec-

tromagnetic waves by a perfectly conducting circular cylinder. In their paper the exact

eigenfunction inflnite series for the time-harmonic current density has been replaced by

an approximate integral expression which is valid for large values of the Laplace

transform variable s. The exponential part in the integrand has then been represented by

its power series expansion to facilitate the inverse Laplace transform. By employing the

Laplace transform pair

r tL-

,r '-t * z(r)

-2-
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for values of l, such that Re(À) ( 0, where f(À) and u (t) are the gamma function and the

unit-step function, respectively, the time dependent solution has finally been obtained.

Numerical results have been calculated by retaining the first ten terms in the series solu-

tion. The authors of [8] claim that when the time parameter is larger than I the maximum

error is about lbo andthat when it is smaller than 1 the results are probably not valid.

There are some doubts about their results. Firstly, since an approximation has been made

under the condition that the Laplace transform variable s is large, which corresponds to

the time domain solution for the small values of time variable, it is unreasonable to

obtain results that are more accurate for large values of the time variable than for small

ones. Secondly, since the series expansion of the exponential part in the integrand is

slowly convergent for large and moderate values of s, only the first ten terms cannot give

a very good accuracy. Thirdly, the Laplace transform pair utilized in the paper is not an

appropriate one. In the theory ofLaplace transform developed for classical functions, the

Laplace transform pair (1.1) is valid only for Re(À)>0. When the theory is extended to

distributions, it is also valid for Re(},) < 0 provided that À is not an integer and that

tL-r u(t) is replaced by the pseudofunction Pfftx-r u(t)] [9]. when À is a negarive

integer, however, it is not valid and the correct formula is [9]

where 5(n)(r) is the m-th derivative of the Dirac delta function ô(r).

quency domain solution given in [8] is of the form

F(s)= 
'-o' î Bns'ß

n4

s- <-> 6(n)1r) m=1,2,3,...

where there are indeed terms containing st with mbeing a positive integer, which makes

(r.2)

The complex fre-
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the use of (1.1) with À a negative integer obviously incorrect. Hence, although the

approximation of Wait and Conda is compact and convenient, inherently it is not an

accurate representation for either large or small values of the time parameter. In a later

paper [10] fVait reexamined this problem and restricted his results to the early-time solu-

tion in the penumbral region.

The field response of a perfectly conducting circular cylinder to a unit-step plane

electromagnetic wave was considered by Chen [11] in 1964. His solution is restricted to

the time range when the incident wavefront has completely passed the cylinder. Starting

with the eigenfunction representation of the electric field in the frequency domain, he

made approximations suitable for small values of s/a so that upon inversion he obtained

a large-time asymptotic approximation. Unfortunately, there are some mathematical

effors in his work which affect some of his formulas. For instance, in the case of TM

polarization the time domain expression he obtained is complex which is not physically

realizable since the fields which result from a real transient excitation must themselves be

real. Chen did not present any numerical data in his paper.

In 1965, Barakat [12] investigated the current density induced on a circular cylinder

by a TE incident plane wave with unit-step time dependence. Essentially, he began with

the convergent infinite eigenfunction series for the time-harmonic current density

induced on the cylinder surface. Next, the transient current density was expressed as the

inverse Laplace transform in the form of a contour integral. Barakat did not complete the

evaluation of the integral nor did he give numerical results for the induced current den-

sity. Instead he integrated the cunent density multiplied by cosQ from 0 to 2n and

claimed that this is "a more interesting quantity". But due to the orthogonality property,

-4-



the above step is equivalent to dropping all the terms in the original infinite series eigen-

function expansion except the one which has a cosQ dependence. The quantity obtained

here does not appear to be useful for calculating the scattered fields since it is not depen-

dent upon the specific shape of the scatterer.

The problem of an infinitely long, acoustically soft, circular cylinder illuminated by

an impulsive plane wavefront was considered by Uberall et al. 113) in 1965. This prob-

lem corresponds to the electromagnetic impulse problem and the results these authors

have obtained represent the early-time solution. Their analysis began with the steady

state eigenfunction solution which was converted from its infinite series form into an

integral form by means of the Watson transformation. In the shadow region the original

integral was approximated by a residue series. In the illuminated region the integral was

decomposed into a sum of two integrals individually corresponding to the contributions

associated with the reflected wave and the creeping waves. The integral corresponding to

the reflected wave contribution was evaluated by the saddle point method.

In 1967, Schafer [14] made a Ereat effort to complete the analysis of the transient

scattering of plane electromagnetic waves by a conducting circular cylinder and eight

years later he published his results [7]. In [14], he studied the transient current density

induced on a perfectly conducting circular cylinder illuminated by an impulsive and a

unit-step plane electromagnetic wave, and obtained analytical expressions for both the

illuminated and shadow regions and for all the time ranges. For the early-time solution in

the illuminated region, he used the frequency domain Luneberg-Kline expansion solu-

tion, which Eave a simple expression. He also used the method of steepest descent to

-5-
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evaluate the integral which had been obtained from the frequency domain eigenfunction

solution by means of the Watson transformation. But the final results obtained are too

complicated to be put into a single expression. For the early-time solution in the shadow

region, he evaluated the corresponding integral by a residue series, and for the late-time

solution, the inverse Laplace transform of the eigenfunction solution was represented by

a contour integral. By employing approximate expressions of Hankel functions for s

small, he finally obtained the analytical expressions of the time domain induced current

density. He then derived the expressions for the intermediate time by means of a func-

tional interpolation scheme between the early- and late-time solutions.

In 1970, Bennet and Weeks [15] calculated the transient response of conducting

cylinders by means of a numerical solution of the time domain integral equation. In

I973,1-ee et al. [16] derived an asymptotic series which is suitable for the evaluation of

the early-time response in transient problems and presented some results for the early-

time currents induced on a cylinder illuminated by a TM polarized plane wave with a

unit-step time dependence.

In 1985, Chung et aI. llTl calculated the late-time field response of a conducting

circular cylinder to an impulsive plane wave by the Singularity Expansion Method. What

they actually did was evaluating the inverse Laplace transform by a contour integral to

obtain the forward-scattered far field. In principle, the results can be obtained by integrat-

ing the induced current density on the cylinder surface, which has been derived in [7].

The field response of a lossy dielectric circular cylinder illuminated by a plane elec-

tromagnetic wave has also been analyzed using the Singularity Expansion Method by

Tijhuis and Weiden 1986 [18,19].

-6-



Less work has been done in the transient scattering of cylindrical waves. Even

though plane wave incidence is of practical interest, it is a special case of the more gen-

eral case of cylindrical wave incidence. In 1954, Frieldlander I20l studied the diffraction

of acoustic pulses by a circular cylinder, which corresponds to the problem of the early-

time field response of a conducting cylinder to TE polarized cylindrical electromagnetic

waves. By extending the range of the angular coordinate from (0, 2n) to (--, +oo), he

applied the Laplace transform with respect to time and the Fourier transform with respect

to the angular coordinate to the wave equation. After obtaining the solution of the

transformed wave equation, he evaluated the inverse Fourier transform for large values

of the Laplace transform variable. The time dependent expression was then derived

which corresponds to the early-time solution. In 1959, Gilbert and Knopoff [21] con-

sidered the scattering of cylindrical elastic waves by a rigid cylinder using the same

method as in [20] and obtained the early-time solution. Their problem, however, does not

correspond to the problem of scattering of either TE polarized or TM polarized elec-

tromagnetic waves, due to the difference in the boundary conditions.

In 1983, Heyman and Felsen [22] studied the relationships between creeping waves

and resonances for a perfectly conducting circular cylinder with a parallel magnetic line

source located on the cylinder surface. Since the field points are also chosen on the sur-

face of the cylinder, the results are only applicable to the shadow region. In 1986, they

extended their study to acoustic scattering [23]. Both the source and field points are off

the cylinder in the analysis and a hybrid formula which consists of geometrical optics

solution, creeping waves and resonances has been developed.

-7-



1.3 Objectives of the Study

As seen from above, although the transient response of a circular cylinder to plane

waves has been thoroughly studied, the problem of transient response to cylindrical

\ryaves has received relatively less attention. To the best of the author's knowledge, the

complete analytical expressions of the transient response of a circular cylinder to both the

TE and TM polarized cylindrical waves have not been available in the literature. One

objective of the present study is to determine the current response of a conducting

cylinder to cylindrical electromagnetic waves generated from a line current. Different

analytical approaches will be presented and discussed in the analysis.

It is also noticed that the transient response usually has two parts: the early-time

solution and the late-time solution. In the analysis of the early-time response, the local

time which is counted from the arrival of the wavefront at the point under consideration,

is generally used, while in the analysis of the late-time response, the global time is used,

which is usually counted from the time when the initial wavefront reaches the scatterer.

Generally, the early{ime solutions are valid for small local times, with the late-time solu-

tions being valid only after the incident wavefront has completely passed the scatterer. It

can be seen that the early{ime and the late-time solutions are not complementary in the

sense that in the deep shadow zone they can have an overlap while in other regions there

is a gap between the time ranges in which they are valid. One way to eliminate this gap is

to develop a solution for the intermediate time ranges by elaborate interpolation of the

early- and late-time solutions, as demonstrated in [14]. An ultimate solution to this prob-

lem would be to extend the range of validity of the early-time and/or the late-time solu-

tions. This is another objective of this study. The application of various new analytical

-8-



approaches will also be demonstrated by analyzing the field responses of conducting and

dielectric cylinders excited by a line current and the current response of a conducting

cylinder to an electromagnetic pulse.

1,.4 General Methods and Techniques

The primary purpose of this investigation is to study the transient surface current

density induced on an infinitely long, perfectly conducting circular cylinder, illuminated

by a cylindrical electromagnetic wave, generated from a parallel filament carrying a

current with unit-step time dependence. The geometry of the problem is shown in Fig.

1.1, where a is the radius of the cylinder, rs the distance from the line current to the

cylinder axis and Q the angular coordinate of the polar coordinate system (¿ 0). Outside

the cylinder and the line source, the medium is the unbounded free space.

The line current is represented by

where ô(e) is the Dirac delta function of argument z defined by

õ(e)=o for e*o

and

{€

! õçz¡az=t

and u(r) the unit-step function defined by

/¿ = !6qr-rs) õ(Q) ø (r)
r

io
,r(f)=tl

(1.s)

t<0
f>0

(1.6)
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Fig. 1.1. Cross section of the conducting cylinder to line current configuration.

The basic problem considered is to determine the current density induced everywhere on

the cylinder surface as a function of the position and time. We start from the frequency

domain eigenfunction solution of the fields and the induced cunent density. Since it is

impossible to obtain a single expression of the fransient response which is numerically

useful for all the time rangss, we have to consider the early-time solution and the late-

time solution separately.

The early-time solution of the induced current density in the shadow region is

obtained in Chapter 2 by using a Watson transformation approach and also a double

Laplace fransform approach. The'Watson ftansformation approach consists in replacing

-i0-



the frequency domain eigenfunction series solution of the induced current into a Cauchy

integral and then expressing this integral by a residue series which converges rapidly for

large values of the Laplace transform variable s, and therefore yielding the early-time

results. The second approach consists in applying a double Laplace transform to the wave

equation for the vector potential with respect to time and to angle variable. The

transformed current density induced on the surface of the cylinder is derived from the

solution of the ordinary differential equation satisfied by the transformed vector potential.

To obtain the time domain surface current density we perform the inversion of the angle

transform for large values of the time transform variable by using the theorem of resi-

dues. A second inverse Laplace transform yields the time dependent early-time solution.

The current response to an impulsive plane wave is derived as a special case.

In Chapter 3, the early-time solution of the induced cunent density in the

illuminated region is obtained by using a Watson transformation approach and a

Luneberg-Kline expansion approach. In the latter, we assume the frequency domain solu-

tion of the scattered electric field to be in the form of an asymptotic series expansion

(s -+ -¡. By satisfying the wave equation and the boundary conditions, the unknown

functions in the assumed asymptotic series can be determined. The asymptotic form of

the frequency domain induced current density can then be derived from the field quanti-

ties and the time domain solution can be readily obtained. Again, the current response to

an impulsive plane wave is derived as a special case.

The late-time solution for the induced current density is given In Chapter 4. The

frequency domain eigenfunction series solution for the induced current density is slowly

convergent for large values of s and rapidly convergent for small values of s. This

-11-



implies that we can directly apply the inverse Laplace transform to the eigenfunction

series solution to obtain the corresponding time domain expression which is valid for

large values of the time variable. To evaluate the resultant inverse Laplace transform

integral, we choose appropriate contours, evaluate the branch cut integrals and residue

contributions, and finally obtain the late{ime solution of the induced current density. A

different solution is also obtained by considering separately the incident and scattered

magnetic fields on the cylinder surface. The relation between the two solutions and their

ranges ofvalidity are discussed.

The methodology used in Chapter 4 is applied in Chapter 5 to obtain the transient

current response of a conducting circular cylinder to a plane electromagnetic pulse of a

double exponential type. The field response of a conducting cylinder is obtained in

Chapter 6 by using the double Laplace transform approach. Analytical expressions of the

field response of a dielectric cylinder are derived in Chapter 7 without presenting numeri-

cal results.

Chapter 8 concludes the dissertation with suggestions for future research.

-12-



EARLY-TIME CURRENTS INDUCED BY A CYLINDRICAL WAVE

IN THE SHADOW REGION

2.1 The Watson Transformation Solution

For the geometry of the problem shown in Fig. 1.1, the Laplace transform of the

induced current density on the cylinder surface can be derived as (Appendix A)

CHAPTER 2

where i:{J, c is the speed of light, s the Laplace transform variable, and Hf;) the

Hankel function of the firstkind and order n.The exact series solution givenby (2.1), is

not useful for the early-time response analysis since it requires more and more terms for

a given accuracy as ls I becomes larger and larger. To overcome this difficulty, we apply

the Watson transformation l24l to express the above infinite series in terms of a Cauchy

integral,

læ./-lö-^s)=- ^ Y4\r' 2nas L¿
n=_@

H#)¿"0 )

.' , j'þ

Hf) (sa 
'c

where the closed path C consists of two infinitely long straight lines, the first one just

below the real axis and the second one just above it. Applying (2.2) to (2.1) and

.î:rù=t¿# '-j*dv

(2.r)

-13-
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transforming the integral along the first line into an integral along the second line by the

substitution v -r -v, with H9J (z) = elvn n{,') (r), yields finally the integral expression

with the integration performed from - oo to * - just above the real v-axis.

' iÊ+- ä$) 1/sro ) 'J.(Q,s)=-=l'-[ ' 
," 

' totY(9,-t) ¿u (2.3)- ¿tEa's ¡í* n$l1çJ!L ¡ srnv?r

c

For the shadow region, the integral in (2.3) can be evaluated as an infinite residue

series by considering the zeros of .F1$) (&) regarded as a function of v, in the form
c

v/irh

¡1gt'jsro) .,

J-(o.s)= 1 î 
'rvn\ c t cosvn(0-æ)

- z\Y' " " ot #t ill-) / isa \ sinvnæ
v" \l/

1_ 

- 

__Zjer.n" I sr-'..-n (2.6)
sinvræ -2¡¿i"n î 'i'nn'

(2.4) can be written in the form

cosvn(0 -7I) =

; z @ æ ¡l$i)c#l
/.(Q,,)=-*å¿ 

A w6,iv"(2en+i) 
e.7)

where A$t) t"pt"sents the derivative of A$) with respect to the order v for v=V' v,,

-t4-

,-iv,n 7, 
iv,Q *, iv,(2n-Þ),

(2.4)

(2.s)



being the n-th zero of H{,1) 1&¡, und
c

The summation indices in (2.7) have the following inte¡pretation: the two values of i

correspond to the two directions of circumferential wave propagation, n is the mode

number, and q the number of creeping wave encirclements for a given n and i. For the

early-time solution only q=0 is needed, since the contributions due to q-1,2,3,...in

(2.7) are delayed by a time interval of Zqna/c, which is greater than the time range

corresponding to the early-time solution. For large values of ls l, the expressions of vn

and ¡1$1) (f),when the order and the argument are nearly equal, are (Appendix B)

r0
t'=t 2n-þ

for i=1

for i=2

!n=i rî*on( z,e)'o.*r#r-1ß +#,t-, x#y'+. . .l (z.s)

nï)rþ)=2Ai'(-a"n\ *-y*u-#r*-)-n +ffi"?rfr)-ß +. ..1 (2.10)

where Al is the Airy function, Ai'its derivative with respect to the argument, and crn the

n-th zerc of Ai (-a). The values of on and Ai'(-a") for n = 1 through 9 126l are listed in

Table I.

(2.8)

-15-



Table I

Values of un and Ai'(-ar)

n

1

2

J

4

5

6

7

8

9

ct,

2.3381074r

4.08794944

5.52055983

6.78670809

7.94413359

9.02265085

10.040n434

11.00852430

11.93601556

Ai'(-un)

+0.70121082

-0.8031,1t37

+0.86520403

-0.91085074

+0.94733511

-0.97792281

+1.00437012

-1.02773869

+1.04872065

Equation (2.7) can now be written as

where

.I.(Q,s) =-*(#)*å å D,HÇ.)r#l ,jv^Þi
' i=|n=l c

The Hankel functions in (2.11) are replaced by their asymptotic expansions when both

the argument and the order are complex and large in magnitude [27],

(2.rr)

-16-



v(tanhy-7)-j] ff*+ Ll
:¡(l)r-r- ,=' o -'\"''_2., A*

t-|irrvtanhy)t, m=a r(;) trunt"¡. 
Q'r3)

where

Ao=1

¿,=* -fi"otn2y e.t4)

Ar= *- S"otnzy+ ë5- 
"othay128 576 ', 3456 '

By evaluating the hyperbolic functions for large lsl and retaining only m=0,1,2 in

(2.13), the Laplace transform of the surface current density can finally be written in the

form (Appendix C)

'/.(Q,s)=-1-@í;z .,t 2rron i=, f-rþ.- h (ff>-nn 
"-' 

o'' - 1''(ff)'o 
(2'16)

where Q¿ is the angular coordinate corresponding to the shadow boundary, as shown in

Fig. 1.1,

-vCoSh|: - .
7

and

to,=^lffi/r+a(þ¡-Quy'r, þi,=crn(Q¡-Qa) e.ti)

(2.rs)

-17-



b¡nt=l

bir2=Ain

bi,3= f,e?,+n, (2.18)

bi,4 = Io?" 
+ A¡,8, - C + D¡,

bins= *o!"* !e?,n,- *o,,, *A¡,D¡n* En

in which

o* = I "T#fq u-Q¡) - cotQ¿ l

u,= #an(l + ]"ot'qr¡

c =LcotQ¿(t + f"ottqr¡ e.rs)

Di,=#,t-äXQ¿-o¿)* frrr - llolro ,ou* 
fio3,cot3q6+ f,c,fl.otsq¿

" 
= lo,'-#* i|"ot'o u * ]"oto 

q,¡'

Applying the inverse Laplace transform [28] yields

f_

r,(þ, t) = - 
1T::' 

?-,r=, þr# r#ro" xØ -t)/2,-'^ rr- 
toi#I-' 

) u (r ¡)

(2.20)

where

It should be noted thatt¡=0 corresponds to t=toi, which is the time required for the

l-

En=",laxi (þnß)3n , xi=9 (t -to) .

-18-
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wave to travel with a velocity c from the current frlament to the point under consideration

on the cylinder surface, via the two different directions of circumferential propagation

(Frg. 2.i). It should also be noted. that the expression obtained n (2.20)is valid only for

the shadow region since the summation in (2.7), as seen from (2.16), is convergent only

for Q¡ > Q¿.

Fig.2.1. Two directions of circumferential propagation of the creeping waves.

2.2 
^Double 

Laplace Transform Approach

The early-time crurent response in the shadow region can also be obtained by using

a double Laplace transform. For the cylinder to line crurent configuration shown in Fig.

1.1, the vector potential equation in cylindrical coordinates is

-19-



yz Arçr,q,t, - t. ð2 A!'rþ't) 
=- þô(r-re)õ(Q)z(r)

c" ðt" r

Taking the Laplace transform with respect to /, we have

where k=s /c, with A. being defined for -æ < Q < æ . For an A. continued in S (-æ,æ) as

a periodic function of 0 , õ(Q) in (2.23) has to be continued periodically as

ææ
X õ(Q -2mn): > ô(0.). WithÁ. in the form

ln=4 m=-æ

v2 Ãrçaq,s) - t 2 Ãrøþ,s) = - Soi, -ro¡o1q¡

ã.1r,q,"¡= Ð Ã*(r,Q.,s)

Ãon it defined in Q. ( -*, -) by the equation

Y' Ãr,eþ.,s) - k2 Ãr^(¿q.,s) = - #urr-ro)ô(q-l .

Taking the two-sided Laplace transform with respect to Q., we get

(2.22)

dzArn(r,p,s) 1 dAonQ,p,s) -,,) . .r_ ^ tlo ^_tr. iff -lkz +(ip/r)21 A*(np,s)=- ftõ{r - rù (2.26)

where p is the second transform variable. The surface current

corresponding to the solution of this equation is obtained in the form

I*(p,s)=- . 
t *i!9:0,)

kac K¡o&a)

(2.23)

where K¡, is the modified Bessel function of the second kind and order jp. The inverse of

the two-sided Laplace transform in (2.27) is

(2.24)

(2.2s)

density component

-20-
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For the earlytime solution we consider the behavior of the integrand in (Z.ZB) as the

real-valued s-+oo t9l. In this case it can be shown that the expression in(2.28) can be

replaced by the sum of residues of its integrand relative to the poles in the left or right

half-plane of p corresponding to the sign of þ*, Q^ > 0 or Q. ( 0, respectively. These

poles are given by the zeros of K¡r(ka) regarded as a function of p, which occur for real p

only, when s is real [291. Hence, for 0,, ( 0, the integral in (2.28) can be evaluated as

irn(þ*,s¡=-!o*i* I Kio(krù 
-¿n,,!*#ffi"þ^dp

i *(Q*, r) = # Êrro,r^ 
Ix¡r(tcr ùfi K ¡o(ka))p =p, .

The asymptotic expressions for K¡;,(frrs) and 
SXrrOrølp=p, 

are l2gl,l\ll

K ¡ o, (kr ù = Qr,2)tn (k2 rE - p7)-1/4 r-(kz 
r8 - pï* +p n cos-t Qt n/kr s) - p n11/2

(2.28)

f @)=3çz-rrc¡ et FZrß r), pr=fu + xr(ka)\ß, xn=z-ro on .

From (2.29)-(2.32), w e obtain

*3-x,,tt 
o)Ip=p,= # r-''* f'(*,)

i r*(Q 
^, 

s )= # 3"% *' rE - p?)-tr+ r-(k2'3 -n\¡tn +p ncos-t ç n/kr s)+p nþ ^ . Q.33)

Since the terms in (2.33) decrease practically exponentially with pn às n increases, we

may retain only the first term. Thus

-21-
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(2.30)

(2.3t)

(2.32)



where

To ensure that the summation in (2.33) is convergent for $. negative, we require that

lO. I > cos-t ça/rs), which shows that (2.33) is valid only in the region of geometric sha-

dow.

þ*=at(lO. I -0¿), to*=lOE -o,)'o +a.Uq*|4ÐVc .

The transformed current density corresponding to Ãrçr,q,r¡is given by

i(o,r) = *i:, ro-,s) .

. sa .-5/6 -to^s-9^1{',tß(*) e u

For the early{ime response we retain only two terms corresponding to the

values of I Q. | , which for -n < Q < -Q¿ are

(2.34)

Thus

(2.3s)

iro r

tQ. I ={zæ_ 
tO I

Due to symmetry, the expression in (2.38) with (2.37). is also valid for 0¿ <0<æ. By

using an approximate formula [28], the inverse Laplace transform of this expression can

be obtained in the form

for m=0

for m=l

(2.36)

smallest

t-

r,(Q, t)- -ffi 
Aur",-E^ 

(r- frl u(x*)

(2.31)

-22-
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where

r* = !¡t - tE - oz)to /, l- ( I Q- I - 0¿), E^=^,1 2t%- (þ*ß)3t2
a

2.3 Special Case: Current Response to an fmpulsive Plane Wave

The current response of a perfectly conducting circular cylinder to an imFulsive or a

unit-step plane electromagnetic wave, which is TM polarized, can be determined as a

speciai case from the above results. As an example, consider the case of an imFulsive

piane wave (Fig.2.2).

(2.40)

Y

o Ifh

Fig.2.2. Cross section of the circular cylinder illuminated by an ìmpulsive plane wave.

X

-23-



The incident electric freld E'¿p (r, t) is taken to be

E\o(",/)=îo õ{t+L- a,
cc

where r¡6 is the intrinsic impedance of free space. Note that at a time r = 0 the incident

plane wavefront is tangential to the cylinder at r-a. The Laplace transform of the

incident field is

On the other hand, the Laplace transform of the electric field intensity produced by

the line source carrying a unit-step current in Fig. 1.1 in an unbounded free space of per-

meability ps is [30]

, " (rcosþa)
E¿ P (",s) =r1s e c

For large rs, (2.43) becomes

(2.4r)

Ei(r,s) =-j+ H6Ð U:lr-ro l) .

Hence

Eift , s) = -+ffi'o r-+' 
o 

r¿rcosg

E1pG,r)= H*f-. + lns'¡')'' ^t''-" -',- -lL¿'\r,".,=,î"opr-tË e" ur,.,'ï

Therefore the Laplace transform of the current density induced on the cylinder surface by

the impulsive plane wave can be derived directly from

(2.42)

(2.43)

(2.44)

-24-
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For the shadow region, using the expression in (2.16) and taking into account only the

terms corresponding to n=h=|, we obtain

4(o,s)= rimi..-o l4'o "Ï{'o-o)"^ 
-.jr2(e'r/=,,.T_l-'to 

r," l-z J ' Jr,*'rT .

4 (0, s) = # r*r'" 
þ-r-Ï'q' 

- t * 
" 

- þ''(#)'o

Applying the formula 126l,114l

the early-time induced cunent density in the shadow region due to the impulsive plane

wave under consideration is obtained as

- s6+jæ

--l- | ,-tn rtr-Þ,ttß ¿s -Zni ,n!¡-

4(þ,t)=ffiþ,o,,

(2.46)

Using the relation (Appendix B)

3Ai'[þi/QT)lßl

c,t=3-rßq, , A/(-u)=3% *o'rnt,

where A (q) is another kind of Airy function which satisfies the equation

W*+o(q)=o
nd qt=3.372134 is the first zero of A(q). (2.49) can now be written in a form

QD'N

(2.41)

tsl-rrco,-+Ja ¿)

(2.48)

rî-'>-o'-T
(2.4e)

-25-
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(2.s2)

which is exactly equation (20) in [7]. In deriving (2.52), A(qù= 1.059053 [26] has been

used. It should be noted that if we consider more terms in (2.16) when deriving 4(0, s)

in (2.47), we can obtain more accurate results for this special case than those given in [7].

2.4 Numerical Results and Discussion

The normalized surface current density -aJ, in the shadow region at different

angles, for rg/a=3 and rg/a=6, versus the normalized local time counted from the

arrival of the first creeping wave, a:x1, is plotted in Figs. 2.3 and 2.4, respectively. For

a given value of the local time, the magnitude of the current density decreases as Q

increases from Q¡ to æ. This is due to the increased attenuation of the creeping waves

traveling along a larger portion of the cylinder surface in the shadow region. For same Q

and T, the magnitude of the currents in the case of rs/a=3 is smaller than that in the case

of rg/a =6, since fot rg/a=3, the resultant effect of the space attenuation of the incident

cylindrical wave and the creeping wave attenuation is larger than that for rs/a=6. In

(2.20), the summation over n is found to be rapidly converging and hence only the values

of n=l to 5 are used in computation. Actually, even if we retain only the terms

corresponding to n=1, we can still obtain a very good accuracy. As an example, for

rs/a =3, when 0= 1200 and. r=0.2, the difference between the results for n =l and, for n

up to 5 is 4.33Vo. The results are compared with those obtained by using a double

"l+-'-'*'+l
I ----------

f,#-',-* -il

-26-



Laplace transform approach (Section 2.2). It should be noted that the results in Figs. 2.3

and 2.4 obtained by applying a double Laplace transform correspond to the results in

(2.20) when only the terms corresponding to n=h=l are retained. The agreement is

better for smaller values of the local time and for larger angles. Since the inverse Laplace

transform formula [28] utilized in this paper is also an approximate one, we can only

expect accurate results for t up to such values, at each location, so that the contribution

of the first term in (2.20) remains always larger than that of the other terms. For instance,

for the case of rs/a=6, when 0= 1800 and t=0.4, the terms corresponding to h from I

through 5 (with i=l,2in=1,2,3,4,5) are: 0.00373895, -0.0008'1922,0.00034550,

-0.0000 I 475, -0.000 01146.
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N
-)
o
I

o.o0

Ó=120"

0.0

Fig. 2.3. Early-time current distribution in the shadow region for rs/a -3;
Watson tansformation, ------- double Laplace tansform.
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d=90 
o

N
-)o

I ' 
Q=120"

ø=t32"-----

""t--/

Fig. 2.4. Early-time curent disribution in the shadow region for r sla - 6;

Watson transformation, ------- double Laplace transforrn.
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EARLY.TIME CURRENTS IN THE ILLUMINATED REGION

3.1 The Watson Transformation Solution

For the early-time solution in the illuminated region, the integral in (2.3), obtained

via the'Watson transformation, has to be evaluated in a different manner. Using the iden-

tity

CHAPTER 3

(2.3) cartbe written as

, ie+- a$l1Js]¡
r. (Q, s ) = - ^^-','[ffi 

, j' þ dv - * ii,r=, A
c

cosv(Q-æ) = ¿iuncosv Q - ¡ e i'O sinvrc

where the triple sum is derived in a similar way as that in (2.7), with

l2n-þ for i =1
ò; ={

[ 2æ+Q for i=2 .

The integral term in (3.2) corresponds to the directly reflected wave and the triple sum to

the creeping waves propagating along the cylinder circumference. Only the integral term

in (3.2) needs to be retained, since even the smallest time delay in the creeping wave

.a
contribution, i.e. lQn-þ), for i=1 and q=0, will be beyond the time range of the early-

c

a$i)r#r

ù1.) r#)

(3.1)

,iv,(2on+Qi) e.Z)

-30-
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time solution @g.3.1).

Qt - Q¡ =2n-þ - þø

Qr-Qo =2æ+0-0¡

Fig. 3.1. Time delay of the creeping waves in the illuminated region.

The integral n (3.2) can be evaluated by applying the saddle point method. Fo¡ the

eariy-time solution we consider the behavior of the integrand in (3.2) as the real-valued

s->oo t9l. Taking into account the asymptotic expansion of Hu(jsrs/c)/HuÇsa/c) when

lv/s I is small, the value of the integrai is deterrnined practically from large values of

f v I only. Using the asymFtotic expansion in Q.I3) and performing the change of vari-

able ø =v/(Jsa /c) yields

r r o*l- !Lc@)
/'(0' s) =- *; ) F (u)e c du

ZTEJ C 6,¡*

-3r-

(3.4)



where o is a small positive number and

F(u)=lffi-

G(u)=-?62 -u2)1n +(l - u2ln +ø[cos-l (u/rg)-cos-l u-q] (3.6)

in which r$:rs/a. A* are given by (2.14), and Aj have the same expressions as A- with

lreplaced by y',

A,
s t.fn3-W

y- jcos-r u , y'-jcos-l (u/r$ .

The saddle point ø9 satisfies the equation G'(u) = 0, which reduces to

cos-l çu s/rd) -cos-l øo - 0 = 0 .

us can be obtained in the form

=o(_,,'2c-!tz..l*¡ r*

rrm+!)

Am

rrår

rø+|)

rcår

where

(3.s)

and cx,, B are the angles shown in Fig. 1

uo=
re sin Q

Rs
= sin c[= rf sin p

Rs=(r2o

,I.(0, s) =-* F (uù rÏ""0'

(3.7)

+a2 -2rsacosþ)tn (3.10)

.1. The integral in (3.4) is calculated as [31]

(3.8)

(3.e)

2n

SA ^tt
c

-32-
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which can finally be presented in the form

where

/,(o,s)=--.cow- ú*l cr, *1 c, 
^+...1 

e-,R/"- l2TER6cs ¿ salc + (sa/c)"

cr= 1

4rd*r 
"*r B

r$2cos2ucos2B

þr. f{rdro, þtanzu-"o, o,*'Þl]

1

ft , t o, O 

þ 
;,*2 cr+{ r + f tan2 cr) (rf cosB tan2 cr-coscr,""' p)]

with Rd: Po¡o.

. #fr t . f "* B)cos2 ø tan' þ - (t + 
ltunz 

u) r 62 cosz þ*", *]

The inverse Laplace transform of (3.12), evaluated by considering only three

in the series expansion, gives the time dependent solution as

Jr(þ, t)= - ++(+ + C 1112 + C 2r3n ) u (r)
na ^'lzRO/a 

'ttlt

- xLn1finf 
+ 16*r"l]

(3.12)

where

(3.13)

3.2 The Luneberg-Kline Expansion

The current response in the illuminated region can also be determined by means of a

(3.T4)

"=9ç-Ro/c) 
.

a

(3.15)

-JJ-
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Luneberg-Kline expansion. The Laplace transform of the electric fietd in the absence of

the cylinder can be written as [30]

E',çr, 0,rl = -if ¡t$r) ç¡m¡

where r,0 ate the cylindrical coordinates of the field point and R the distance

line current to the field point (Fig.3.2).

(3.r7)

from the

Fig. 3.2. Caustic coordinate system.

'When,Í Jæ, Ei canbe written in the asymptotic form [29]

E;çr,,,,)=-+#.k.rr-+# .##- . . . I .

The Laplace fransform of the scattered eiectric field satisfies the wave equation

-34-
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Now we assume that Ei has the asymptotic expansion (for k+..) of the form

E)(r,o,s)=- +#r-ov1',e)Ë ry e.zo)

in which V(¿ 0) and wn(r,O) are the unknown functions to be determined. The boundary

condition requires that the total tangential electric field be equal to zero at the surface of

the cylinder, which can be written as

Y2 E¿çr,o, s) - kz Ere,a,s) =o .

E¿r(a,0, s) + Esr(a,0, s) = Q .

Substituting (3.18) and (3.20) in (3.21) gives

Y(ø,0)=fte

w o(a,O)=-Rotn,,,e t(a,O)= t^Ut", w2(a,e)=-# R¡sn,

where Rs=(rfr +a2-2rsøcos$)ln with $ as shown in Fig. 3.2. Then

(3.20) into (3.19) to obtain

l(VY)2 = t
J

þVv.V*r+wrYzV =Y2rr-t n=0,1,2, .. . i la¡-r =0

This equation can be solved in the caustic coordinate system to give [32]

(3.1e)

where / and ry are the caustic coordinates shown in Fig. 3.2 and, /6=$cosa is the dis-"2

tance along the reflected ray from the caustic to the cylinder surface with c as shown in

w,(t,v)=wn(to,v) r+;" . #'!0,,,o 
yr,n-,(t, ,t4r)dt,

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

we substitute

(3.24)

-35-
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Fig.3.2. It can be shown that the Laplacian operator in caustic coordinates is (Appendix

D)

V2=(1 .i,#*(+-#-#,*

e={rrnza(l + #r', B=9sinc,l * #)

, ='l-+"o,o tffi>'+ cos' u - #, * |,^'tA
The phase function Y(r,0) can be written as

2B #.i#.å# e26)
l2

From (3.20)-(3.27), expressions for ws, lrtr and \!2 àtè obtained.

incident and scattered electric fields gives the total electric field

E,(r, 0) = -+ # {t#,u^ - #r+¡tn,-k 
(Ro+/ - fcosu),

Y(r,0)=Ro* t-lcosa .

. i"* # e-kR + 
+ # r+¡tn,-k 

(R o+ / - fcosa), . + #,-o 
(* o + t - |cosa)

['+,#,'" #,#rnî. r]rfir'o c * nfi(hr"ti * *o,#t"
.#r##l* ##r¡+1""-k( 

o+I-fcosu) r*...Ì .

(3.21)

The surface current density is equal to the tangential component of the magnetic field

(3.28)

sum of the

-36-
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intensity on the surface of the cylinder, ,I.(0,s)=#*lr=o. After a lengrhy bur

straightforward derivation, we finally obtain the Laplace transform of the current density

up to the power of s-5D as (Appendix E)

,r'(0, s)=- -L e-'R{' { ffin /s)tn +Ek 
*þ,r"o.za-z+2Ro/Io)þ/s)3n2c\2n

where

D = -3 (5cos2 cr - 4) cos3 a (R s /a)-3 - z (45cos2 ü, - 32) cosz a (R s /a)-2

-4(45cos2ü,+8- 
21 

t: )cosa(Re,/ø)-l -a (15cos2ø+s*{. I

+3zo(1- 49 ¡J-.çns-)+Srle- l" I *fn o/o)2
cosoc{, COSG COS,CI coS,C[

The inverse Laplace transform of (3.30) gives the time dependent solution as

D t (Ro /o)ln
' 96 coscr (cosa+2Rs /a¡zt32I"r">

where ,= 9çt -Rs/c).a

(3.30)

3.3 Special Case: Current Response to an fmpulsive Plane Wave

As in Section 2.3, the induced current density on the cylinder surface in the

(3.31)

(3.32)
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illuminated region due to a TM polarized impulsive plane electromagnetic wave can also

be determined as a special case of the above results. The incident electric field is given in

(2.41). Using (3.12) in (2.46) and noring that when r0 -) -,

we obtain

-*, r !*{t*zqa 31ltanool -]- I . e.34)32cosQ '2 3 ' l8 (sa/c)z '

The inverse Laplace transform of (3.33) gives the time domain solution as

4(þ, t) = 2 õ(t' )cosQ + f,ft *ft*'q;q, /a) u(t' )

r '7 lr^rq*$tunoq¡ @/a)zt,u(t,) (3.35)
32.,04 

(Z* 
3 --- I 18 

---- '

where t' =t -41t -cosq¡.c

Jpr(þ, s)= r-T"-cosg) [ 2cosQ + ]r, * å,*rr, #

G+0, Þ+0, r{R(->l

If we use the Luneberg-Kline expansion solution (3.30) instead of (3.12), we have

-Ytt -cosQ) 1q(þ,s)=s " " ""*' 
[2cosQ .##*{rr -#r#] (3.36)

and

(3.33)

4.(þ,t)=2õ(t')cosQ+ ffirrr'r- 
(c/ø)2-(1+3sin20) 

t' u(t') (3.37)

which is exactly equation (13) in t7l. It should be noted that the first term in (3.34) is rhe

same as that in (3.36), which represents the physical optics solution.
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3.4 Numerical Results and Discussion

Numerical results of the normalized surface current density for the illuminated

region when ro=3a and rg =6a, ate presented in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4, respectively, where r

is the normalized local time, counted from the arrival of the wave front. Due to the nature

of the series in (3.15), we expect accurate results for points which are not close to the

shadow boundary and for times such that the subsequent terms in (3.15) bring a contribu-

tion which remains small as compared to that of the previous ones. Theoretically, there is

an infinite current density at the arrival of the wave front, which does not exist in the sha-

dow region. For a given value of t, the magnitude of the current density decreases as Q

increases from 0 to 0¡. Due to the space attenuation for a cylindrical wave, the magni-

tude of the current density for rs/a=6 is smaller than that for rs/a=3, when Q is not

close to Q¿. It should be remarked that the first term in the Luneberg-Kline expansion

solution (3.32) and that in the Vy'atson transformation solution in (3.15) are the same,

being approximately given by the physical optics solution [33,34]. Comparison of the

results from the physical optics approximation, the Watson transformation, and from the

Luneberg-Kline expansion, shows that for the early-time response in the illuminated

region the V/atson transformation solution has at each location a range of validity up to

greater times than the Luneberg-Kline expansion solution. On the other hand, the simple

physical optics solution provides reasonably good results at all locations for an increased

time range.
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Fig. 3.3. Early-time curent distribution in the illuminated region for rsla=3;

Watson transformation, --- Luneberg-Kline expansion,

physical optics.

o.2

T
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i o.4

Fig. 3.4. Early-time crurent distribution in the illuminated region for rsla=6;

'Watson transformation, --- Luneberg-Kline expansion,

physical oprics.

o.2

T
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The initial objective in this chapter is to derive analytical expressions for the late-

time current density induced on the perfectly conducting circular cylinder by a cylindri-

cal wave. However, we will show that, in fact, the single expression obtained is

mathematically valid for all the time ranges and numerically useful for times after the

initial wavefront passes the cylinder axis, which corresponds to all the time ranges in the

shadow region and for larger angles in the illuminated region. This is different from the

conventional definition of "late-time", i.e. the time range after the initial wavefront has

completely passed the cylinder. The series expression of the induced current density does

not converge rapidly for small values of time. Hence in these cases we can use the early-

time results obtained in Chapters 2 and 3. For larger values of time, the series expression

converges very rapidly and only the first few terms are needed to give accurate results.

Unlike the early-time solution, the late-time solution for both the shadow and the

illuminated region can be represented by a single expression.

In our derivation, we use two different procedures: one starts from the frequency

domain eigenfunction solution of the total induced current density and the other from that

of the magnetic fields at the cylinder surface and deals with the scattered and incident

magnetic fields separately. It is found that the results obtained by the first approach has a

wide range of validity.

LATE.TIME CURRENT RESPONSE

CHAPTER 4
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4.1 The fnverse Laplace Transform of the Total Current Density

The Laplace transform of the total induced current density can be expressed in

terms of the modified Bessel functions as

I - K.(sr¡/c\
J.(0,s) =-ñ X en fficosnQ Ø.1)

where En=I for n =0 and €n=2 for n*0, K, is the modified Bessel function of the

second kind and order n. Taking the inverse Laplace transform of (4.1), we have

1 ro*j-
Jr(Q,t)=ù 

,o!,*r",I.(Q,s)ds 
. (4.2)

Using (a.1) in (4.2) we obtain

where

r,(þ,t)=- + * Aenh,(r)cosnþ

in which

Hn(Ç,r)= 
*:!Ç:?) '!-" Ø.s)' Kn(Ç) Ç

with (, t and rs being normalized quantities defined as

Ç=sa/c , f=ct/a , r'o=rg/a (4.6)

The integration contours are chosen as shown in Fig. 4.1.

(o+j-
hn(r)= ln,çç,r¡aÇ(o-j-

(4.3)

(4.4)
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When the contour is closed in the right half plane along Cl , we have

hn(r)=g for r<r's-l

since Ç(() has no zeros in the right half plane and the integral along Cl vanishes. The

physical interpretation of this result is obvious. When the contour is closed along

C*+L1*Cr+L2 in the left half plane, h,(r) canbe written as

where Rn¡ àre the residues of ËIn((,t) at the simple poles (,,¿ given by K"((,ù=0. It can

be shown that (Appendix F)

tI.I*I*I)r,,r,,r0,h,(r)=/¡¡l**-1._ 
,, Lt Lz)

and

Exploiting appropriately the analytic continuation of Bessel functions, the contributions

from the line integrals along the branch cut can be evaluated as (Appendix G)

l* {ace 
,ùdÇ=-zn¡ -L

(4.7)

^lim I u,çç,r¡aç=g for r> r's -l¡_--t- C_

where

I n,(Ç,r) aÇ+ I n,çÇ,r) dÇ= (-t)n 2nj B,(r)
Lr L2

(4.8)

in which .In is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and order n. The residues Rn¡

can be expressed as

*, Ir(zr's) K"(z) - Ir(z) Kna(zr's) e-rt
un\v)- l 

- 

q/-tL\-/ to x|k)+nz t\k) z

(4.e)

(4.10)

(4.rt)
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and the summation in (4.8) as

where V (n) is the number of zeros of Kr(() and depends on n. Since the zeros of Kr(Ç)

appear in conjugate pairs [29] and V(rz) is twice the integer part of n/2, (4.14) can be

written in the form

Ril=-
K,(Ç,tr6) 

"ÇnFK"t(Ç,ù lnt

where [nf2]represents the integer part of n/2 and the zeros of K"(() are now either those

in the second quadrant or in the third quadrant. The zeros of Kr(C) for n up to 30 in the

second quadrant are plotted in Fig. 4.2 and those for n up to 20 are listed in Appendix H.

"Çnfi
Çnt

(4.13)

(4.t4)

(4.15)
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With (4.9)-(4.15) in (4.8), we obtain

Substituting in (4.3) and using the identity

f,. cosnQ _
L"n ,n
n4 16

yields finally

. * p.(-l)nencos "rT W I d,

2 @ 
''f'*"lgoy++1- 

""P-tot'Q È, L^n-r\en¿l ú, I 
(4'18)

which is valid for t > (16 - Ð, that is for all time ranges after the initial incident wave-

front reaches the cylinder, and for both the illuminated and shadow regions.

r /À ¿\-
4\ t ' r Zna yroz _2rrgcosS+ I

r r'02 -r

r'ç2 -2r'gcosQ+ 1

,62 -l

4.2 The Inverse Laplace Transforms of the Magnetic Fields

In this section, we start from the expressions of the magnetic fields and use the rela-

tions

(4.17)

/.(Q, s) = H'þ(a,Q, s) +r1$ (a, Q, s)
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to obtain Jr(þ,t), where /1[ and F/$ represent the incident and scattered magnetic fields

on the cylinder surface, respectively. The Laplace transforms of incident and scattered

magnetic fields expressed in terms of the modified Bessel functions can be derived,

respectively, as

Jr(þ,t)=H'q(a,q, t)+äõ (a,þ, t)

where R'g = (r'02 - zr's cosþ + l)tn and K'n is the derivative of Ç with respect to the argu-

ment. The inverse Laplace transform of (4.21) gives [36]

H$(a,Q, s)= *p.r,ffi K;G)K,(Çr[)cosn Q

By following the same procedure as in Section 4.l,we obtain the time domain scattered

magnetic field at the cylinder surface as

H'q (a,Q, r) = - # P"# - * l*r-t)n 
e,cosno Bí (t)

I _ f"4j. # Aocorrq"j'R 
e¡eç," 4çÇnùK,(Ç,tr,ùl for r > r,s + I (4.24)

where

(4.20)

H'q(a,Q, t) =- 1 rficosQ- I t,"'-W- e-R$*

(4.2t)

B)@)=! e-zx I,(z)
0

(4.22)

Using (4.2O), (4.23) and (4.24), we finally obrain "I.(Q, r) as

for t>R[ (4.23)

K, (zr 6 ) /z + I, (7r's )lK, (z) K', (z¡ + n2 I n çz¡ I', (z)l

rclrr>+n2ûk)
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Jr(þ,t)=- *

which is valid for t > r's + l, that is for the time range after the initial incident wavefront

has completely passed the cylinder.

r[cosQ- I x

*Ì, * - *Zr-r)¿encosnQri(t)

R'02

1 æ 
"':t*"¡rÇ,," In(ÇrùKn(Çør6)l- 

^r:P.+"o.rQ =I,

4.3 Discussion of the Two Approaches

We have obtained two different expressions of the current density by following two

procedures in Section 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. The first expression is valid for t > r'o - |

and the second for t > r's + l. It should be noted that T > r'g - 1 corresponds to the time

range after the initial incident wavefront has reached the cylinder and x> 16 + 1 to the

time range after the initial incident wavefront has completely passed the cylinder. The

questions now are: (1) Are the two different expressions identical for r > r's + l? (2) Why

do they have different ranges of validity? In order to answer the first question, we

expand the Laplace transform of the incident magnetic field as

(4.26)

where Ii is the derivative of 1, with respect to the argument. By choosing the same con-

tours as in Fig. 4.1 and noting that except the branch point at the origin, H'q(a,Q, s) has

no poles in the (-plane, we obtain the inverse Laplace transform of (4.27) as

.1æ
H'q (a,0, t) = -;l E eJ'"(Ç)X"((r[ )cosn Q, ¿ftc ,=X
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níq @, f , r, =-* 3=r#. * P*r-t)n 
encosnþ nhf"> for t > r's + t (4.28)

where

æ

nL@= [e-rr 4k)I^(zr'o)dz .

0

Comparing (4.23) with (4.28), we obtain a mathematical identity

ff ffi =-* 
r4_,# 

. # p*r-r)n encosnþ nhrr> (4.30)

which is valid for t> r's+|. Computed results from both sides of (4.30) for r's-3,

Q=00, 900 and 1800 are given in Table II, showing the convergence of the series

involved (for n = 15). Using (4.24) and (4.28) in (4.20) we obtain another form for the

current density expression

I _ ln/21 ,, î. ù P_4cosnQ 
) Re[er,,' h(Ç,ùK,(Ç,tr6)] .

By using the Wronskians for I, and K*itcan be shown that

B,(r)=nh7)+Bi@)

Jr(þ,t)=-*

(4.2e)

r'g2-zr'ocosQ+ I

,62 -l

In(Ç,ùK,(Çnt " t K"(Ç'tr'o)
'ro)= 

Ç, K,*t((,rù

As a result, (4.18) and (4.26) are identical for t > rfi + l.

. * Àr-r)nencosnO 
tB,(t) -Bi(t)l

(4.3r)
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Table II
Computed results from the identity (4.30)

a
g0

r- (r's + l)
0.10
0.50
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00

10.00

L.H.S. of (4.30)

-o.5727687
-0.5581563
-o.5455447
-0.5303301
-0.52t7492
-0.5163978
-0.5128226
-0.5103104
-0.5084752
-0.5070925
-o.5060243
-0.5051815

90u

R.H.S. of (4.30)

0.10
0.50
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00

10.00

-o.5727540
-0.5581558
-0.5455442
-0.5303296
-0.5217487
-0.5163973
-0.5128221
-0.5103099
-0.5084747
-0.5070921
-0.5060238
-0.5051810

0.1571124
0.t4055@
o.t290995
0.1176697
0.1120897
0.1088662
0.1068104
0.1054093
o.t044074
0.1036642
0.1030967
0.1026530

180u 0.10
0.50
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00

10.00

0.t571044
0.1405562
0.1290992
0.1176694
0.1 120895
0.1088660
0.1068101
0.1054090
0.t04401t
0.1036640
0.1030965
0.t026528

1.1388890
o.5457052
0.4166667
0.3354102
0.3M6359
0.2886751
0.2790782
0.2727123
0.2683725
0.265165r
0.2627469
0.2608746

1.1228911
0.5457041
0.4166651
03354092
0.3046349
0.2886741
0.2790772
0.2727714
0.2683715
0.2651640
0.2627459
0.2608736
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The second question relates to the range of validity of the cwïent density expres-

sions. From the derivation, we have noticed that it is the integral along C- that deter-

mines the condition for the expression to be valid. In both cases, we require that

-lim |. =0. Since thefirstexpression is validforr> 16-Iandthe secondforr> r's+1,R---å

it can be concluded that for r[ - I < r < 16 + 1, the integral along c- for n'q@,Q, s) and

that for.F1$ (a,0, s) cancel each other.

4.4 Al,imiting Case

Let us consider the limiting case of (4.18) as /->o. ( Í-+-).From (4.18), since

lim Bn(t)=0 and the residue contribution also vanishes when î+oo, we have
f-åæ

On the other hand, we consider the problem as the line current being a stead.y state

cunent. By solving this steady state problem we obtain the same expression of the

induced current as (4.34), which is expected.

Another check can be done by using one of the properties of the Laplace transform

tel

Iim,Ir(Q, r)=-
t--)æ

r 162 -7-:---_-.
Zfia 16. -Zr'gcosþ+l,

where/ (r) and F (s) are a Laplace ransform pair. Applying (4.35) to (4.1), we obtain

,rg:¿ 
(0, t) = - *,r.r"@ = -

lim/ (r) = limsF (s)
f -+- s-+0

(4.34)

2na y,o, -Zr,ocosQ+ 1
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which is also expected.

4.5 Numerical Results and Discussion

Expression (4.18) is analytically valid for all the time ranges, and the branch cut and

the residue series converge rapidly everywhere except for r<r'g. This time range

corresponds to the early time in the illuminated region, for which the results were

obtained in Chapter 3, and to the initial part of the intermediate time in the same region.

For the remaining part of the intermediate time and for the late time in the illuminated

region, as well as for all the time ranges in the shadow region, only the first few terms in

the series in (4.18) are needed to obtain accurate numerical results.

Computed results for the normalized surface current density at different angles, for

ro=3a and rg=$s, are plotted in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4, respectively, versus the normalized

time t" =r-(r'o - 1), which is counted from the arrival of the initial incident wavefront at

the cylinder surface, at 0 = 0. For the numerical calculation of the integral term Bn (t), we

separate the integral as

where ô' is a small positive number. By using large argument approximations of I, and

K* wecan estimate the truncation error Ï *O hence we are able to choose an appropri-
z

ate upper lirr,tt Z.It is found that the significant contributions of the integrands occur for

z<10. For example, when Z=70 the truncation error is of the order of 10-11. The

numerical results shown in Figs.4.3 and 4.4 are calculated by using Z=IO. Comparison

ô,2æ
BnG)=J*J*l .

0õ"2
(4.37)
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with results by using Z=5 and 30 shows that the maximum difference from the results is

ô'

O.IVo when using Z=5 and 0.00l%o when using Z=30. The integral J can be evaluated
0

by using small argument approximations of In and Ç. Since for n+0 the value of

õ'

integrand is 0 at z=O, the contribution from J .* be neglected when ô' is sufficiently
0

ô'

small. However, for n =0 the contribution from J is significant even for extremely small
0

õ' since in this case the integrand is infinite at z-O. Denoting

^ \ tok Ðxok)-rok)Kokr'o) e-2,
-- t 

-uL
ó rT(Ò+nz rfiç7¡ z

we have, for e small,

ô'

a= ¡ ln4 
'-" d,

'g lntz*n¿ z

Making the change of variable y =-lnz, we obtain

A,=lnr,o Ï 
,r'"'-0, 

.

_tia,l' *Tc'

For ô' very small, -lnð' is a large positive number and the exponential part in (4.39) is

very close to 1. Therefore, (4.39) can be approximately integrated as

The series of the integral terms is found to converge rapidly and 6 terms are sufficient in

the calculations. Comparison with results by using 11 and 16 terms shows that they are

(4.38)

o=*rî-ran-r(-lnõ,)l .

(4.3e)

(4.40)
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the same in the first three decimal places.

For the calculation of the residue contributions in (4. l8), n is taken from 2 up to 10.

Comparison with the results for n from 2 to 20 and 30 shows that they are the same in

their first three decimal places. The zeros of Kr(() have been evaluated by using very

efficient and accurate techniques [37]. From Fig.4.2 we can see that the zeros in the first

layer (/=1) have smaller magnitude of the real part. Due to the exponential factor in

(4.15), the zeros in this first layer will give the biggest contribution for large t.

It can be seen from Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 that the currents in the illuminated region first

decrease and then slowly increase, while in the shadow region the currents start from 0

by increasing rapidly in the beginning, with a slower and slower increase at later times.

The starting times of the currents in the shadow region are different for different angles,

which corresponds to the time needed for the incident wave to travel from the line

current to the point under consideration on the cylinder surface. For example, when

Q= 1800 in the case of rs=3a, the starting time is Íc=2.74.It is interesting to note from

Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 that in the illuminated region the magnitude of the current density for

rl=6a is smaller than that for r9 =3a at the same location. This is due to the space

attenuation of the cylindrical wave which is larger for rg=6athan for rs=3¿. On the

contrary, in the shadow region, not very close to the shadow boundary, the magnitude of

the current density for rg =3a is smaller than that for rs =6a, which is due to the resul-

tant effect of the space attenuation of the incident cylindrical wave and the creeping

wave attenuation, the latter being larger for rg =3athanfor rg-6a.

Since the current response expression obtained in this chapter is valid for all the

time ranges in the shadow region, we present in Fig. 4.5 a comparison of the results with

-56-



the earlytime results obtained in Chapter 2 by using the Watson transformation. It can be

seen that the results are in good agreement. The time parameter in Fig. 4.5 is the normal-

ized local time t¿, which is t1 defined in Chapter 2 and is counted from the moment the

initial wave excitation reaches the point considered on the cylinder surface.
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Fig.4.4. Current distribution for rsla=6.
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4.6 Special Case: Current Response to an Impulsive Plane Wave

V/e will apply now the procedure presented in this chapter to derive an analytical

expression for the transient cuffent induced on a perfectly conducting circular cylinder

illuminated by an impulsive plane wave. This new expression has a larger range of vali-

dity than previous results [7,14]. The geometry of the problem is shown in Fig. 2.2. The

incident electric field is given by (2.a\. The Laplace transform of the induced current

density on the cylinder surface can be derived as [30]

"/.(0,s) =r-t 
F*e,cosnQ d;6 Ø.42)

where again Ç- sa/c. Taking the inverse Laplace transform of (4.42), we have

Jr(þ,t)=g ; e,cosnþh,(r) (4.43)an4

where t=ct/a and

,, (o+j-

h,(r,)=*,[ n,1ç,r¡aç Ø.44)
"uJ Ço-j-

in which

H,(Ç.r\= ÍÇnt'l,r)=m . Ø.45)

In order to evaluate (4.45), the contour shown in Fig. 4.1 is again used. Hence

hn(r)=-*Ú¡1.* 
J,* l,)r,((,r)dÇ+lR4 Ø.46)

where Rn¿ is the residue of Hn(Ç,r) at the pole Çn¡ at which Kr(Ç)= 0. It can be shown that

(Appendix I)

üm I H,(Ç,r)dÇ=o Ø.47)e+0 ¿
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andwhent>0

Using appropriate analytic continuation of the modified Bessel functions, the contribu-

tions from the line integrals along the branch cut can be evaluated as (Appendix I)

where

_li- I n,(Ç,") dÇ=0 .
..f ---)æ v̂æ

I n *(Ç,r) aÇ+ ! n 
"çÇ,t) 

dÇ- -2nj B,(t)
Lr Lz

For the residue terms, since the zeros of K"(Ç) appear in conjugate pairs, ZR¿ can be
I

obtained as

,rn=iffi,,

where ln l2l represents the integer part of n 12. From (4.43)- (4.51), we finally obtain

I,(Q,t)=f, î^r,*tnþ[8,(r)+lf-il for r > 0

with Bn(t) and lR¿ given by (a.50) and (4.51), respectively.
I

(4.48)

lnt2l | ,Ç,a-l 1

ÐR¿---z > Rel-----:--!'í í=t lÇntKn+rtÇ"ùl

Numerical results of the induced current density are presented in Figs. 4.6-4.9

where ct'ld=(r-I)12 in which d=2a. The results are compared with those in [14] and

c la=20tc was chosen in using (4.52) in order to make the comparison. It should be noted

that the results in [14] are calculated by using three different formulas corresponding to:

the early-time approximation, the late-time approximation and the approximation for

(4.4e)

(4.s0)

(4.s1)

(4.s2)
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intermediate times by using interpolation between early- and late-time solutions. It can

be seen from the Figs. that the results from the single expression (4.52) cover all the ¡me

ranges in the shadow region. They also cover the late time range in the illuminated

region and part of the early and intermediate time ranges for large angles in this region.

This shows that expression (4.52) has a larger range of validity than the late-time approx-

imation given in [7,t4].
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+ 4o.o

o O RESTJLT FROM (4.52)

COMPLEIE REPRESËNIATON
GMEN BY (25Ð tN (ì4)

ÞqRLY-TME SOLI.JIION

GI\ÆN BY <122) tN (r4)

I-AIE-TME SOLIJIION
GMEN BY (2æ) lN 04)

Fig. 4.6. Cunent distribution for plane wave incid.ence: Q = !90.

ct'ld
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+ 4o.o

o O RESULT FROM (4.52)

COMPI.EÍE REPRESENTATION

G[\/EN BY (25Ð tN (r4)

EARLY.TME SOLTMON

Gt\ÆN BY (122) tN (r4)

I.ATFTME SOLIMON
GMEN BY (2@ IN (I4)

Fig. 4.7 . Current distribution for plane wave incidence: O= 1200.

CJ'Id
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+ 4o.o

O RESULT FROM (4.5Ð

COMPI.EÍE REPRESENIATON

et\ÆN BY (259) tN (r4)

EARLY-ÏIME SOLI.JIION

GMEN BY ('t22) tN (14)

LAÏËTME SOLIMON
GIVEN BY (æO) IN (]4)

Fig. 4.8. Curent distribution for plane wave incid.ence: Q= lJQ0.

ct'/d

8.0 ï 0.0
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+ 4o.o

o O RESTJLT FROM (4.527

COMRETE REPRESENIANON

GrvEN BY (25e) tN (r4)

EARLY-TIME SOLUNON

GI\/EN BY (t22) tN (14)

LqIF,TME SOLUIÍON
GI\/EN BY (200) tN (14)

Fig. 4.9. Current distribution for plane wave incid.ence: Q= lgg0.

cI'/d
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The analytical procedure presented in Chapter 4 is applied in this chapter to treat the

problem of the transient current response of a perfectly conducting circular cylinder to a

plane electromagnetic pulse of a double exponential type.

TRANSIENT RESPONSE TO A PLANE

ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSE

CIIAPTER 5

5.1 Formulation and Analysis

Consider an infinitely long, perfectly conducting circular cylinder illuminated

TM polarized plane electromagnetic pulse (see Fig. 5.1). The incident electric field

a double exponential type given by

where y1 and Tz are the decay constants of the double exponential pulse with Tz > h > 0.

Note that at time r=0 the incident plane wavefront is tangent to the cylinder at r=a,

0 = 0. The Laplace transform of the induced current density on the cylinder surface can

be derived as

, -lJt+L- a, 
-fze+ 

x - a t
EL¡þ,t)=t1gle 

¡r\¡ c c'-et¿\' c "'lr(t+L-L)cc

"I.(Q,s) = î,>*en 
cosnQ (# - #, fu

bya

is of

(5.1)
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Fig. 5.1. Cross section of the circular cylinder illuminated by an electromagnetic pulse.
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where Ç,^ú ^d^l'z 
*" normalized quantities defined by

Ç=sa/c , ^ñ-!1a/c , nlz-f2a/c. (5.3)

The inverse Laplace transform of (5.2) can be written in a form

Jr(Q,t)= i ,n hn@)cosnþ (5.4)
n4

, Ço*!*

h"(r)=;;; I H,(Ç,x)dÇ (5.5)
ZIEI " ''" to-J-

in which

Hn(Ç,r)=(+- 1 I t(@-1)

rr.¡, 
- 

Çrú) çx,rç> (s'6)

and t is the normalized time defined as T= ct/a. Note that the normalized time t is

dimensionless and its unit is the time needed for the wave to travel a distance of the

radius ¿.

In order to evaluate the integrals in (5.5), we choose the integration contours as

shown in Fig. 5.2.
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Fig.5.2. Integration contours in the complex (-plane.
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When the contour is closed in the right half plane along C !, wehave

h"(r)=g for r<0

since IIn((,t) has no poles in the right half plane and the integral along Cjvanishes. This

result is obvious taking into account the physical causality. When the contour is closed

along C-+Ll + Cå +Cl +C"+Cl + C! +L2 in the left half plane, h,(r) canbe wrirten

as

h.(r)=-+ll * 
J.* J,* J,* 1,. lr*¿* J,)r,rr,"¡dÇ+rn,¡ (5 8)

where Rr¡ ãre the residues of. Hr(Ç,t) at its simple poles (n¿, which are the zeros of K,

(see Fig. 4.2 and Appendix H). It can be shown that (Appendix J)

and also that for r > 0

Exploiting appropriately the analytic continuation of Bessel functions, the contributions

from the integrals along the branch cut can be evaluated as (Appendix J)

(s.7)

lim I n,G,Ð dl=o
€-+0 ¿iE

where

^lim Iu,(Ç,r)dÇ=o .
¿(-Jæ -væ

î 1 I InQ)e-¿(t-l)B,(r)={i;-àrffimldz (5 12)

and I, is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and order n. The contributions

[ 
.J 

)u'"'o 
dÇ=-Znj B'(r)

(s.e)

(s.10)
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from the integrals along the infinitesimal

J)

[¿.¿ )u,rr,o 
dÇ=-Znj F (n/2,r), 

Ur. [)u,rr,,, 
dÇ=znj F (^Á,r)

in which

Y-¡r'r"-z(r-l)
F (z,r) = (-l)" i"-' ; ;

z[Kí(z)+n" Ií(z)]

The sum of the residues in (5.8) can be expressed as

semicircles Cl, C7, CZ

where V(n) is the number of zeros of &(() and depends on r?. Since the zeros Çrt of

K"(Ç) appear in conjugate pairs l29l and V(n ) is twice the integer part of n/2, (5.15) can

be written in the form

and C! are (Appendix

V(n) I 1 o\,ír-t)sI).:-s('_^\ç
1-'"' f=r' Çn,tf, Çrt(z' Çnt Kn+t((nù

where [n2]represents the integerpart of n2.and the zeros Çil are now either those in

the second quadrant or in the third quadrant. With (5.9)-(5.16) in (5.8), we finally obtain

the time domain induced surface current density as

[nf2]lrr.Ç,t3-l)l
zRnt=-2''î'nel 1- 1 - 1 i e 

I

î "L - í=, 
--L'(r¿+fi 

Çrù'/z) Ç,tKr*t{Çrù )

(s.13)

(s.14)

Jr(Q,t)=-4 ;cosnQ
n=2

(s.1s)

+ )encosnQ
n4

ln/21

x
l=l

t-

lr,

I

^ú-z

1 I'(1)s-z(t-r)

-\
n/r-r' ztK1,k) + n2 t?k)l

(s.16)
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which is valid for t > 0, that is for all time ranges after the initial incident wavefront

reaches the cylinder, and for both the illuminated and shadow regions. The first suÍtma-

tion in this expression represents the residue contribution, the second the branch cut con-

tribution and the third the contributions due to the poles in s-plane introduced by the

incident pulse.

@ I *,r^/r¡s-f,G-r¡
-X(-l)'ercosnQ | 

-

,i4' ' -"- -- '' 
L 

ft l*,ffi)+nztT(ùl

5.2 Numerical Results and Discussion

Expression (5.17) is analytically valid for all the time ranges, with the series con-

verging rapidly everywhere except for t< 1. This time range corresponds to the early

time in the illuminated region, for which the solution can be obtained by using methods

described in Chapter 2 and 3 of this thesis. For larger t, only the first few terms in the

series in (5.17) are needed to obtain accurate numerical results.

Computed results for the surface current density at different angles, for nfi-L,

n(z=Z, and for nlt=l,nlz=I.2, are plotted in Figs.5.3 and 5.4, respectively, versus the

normalized time t which is counted from the time when the initial incident wavefront

reaches the cylinder surface, at 0=0. It should be noted that the branch cut integral in

(5.11) is not convergent in the general sense due to the appearance of the poles y'1 andn/2

in the integrand. However, it can be shown that this integral is convergent in the sense of

the principal value. In fact this principal value of the integral is what is needed to obtain

the inverse Laplace transform. For the numerical calculation of the principal value of the

branch cut integral in (5.11), we separate the integral as

-74-
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where ð' is a small positive number. By using large argument approximations of 1, and

Kn, wecan estimate the truncation error j *U hence we are able to choose an appropri-
z

ate upper limit Z.It is found that the significant contributions of the integrands occur for

Z <10. The numerical results shown in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 are calculated by using Z=25.

Comparison with results by using Z=10 and Z=20 shows that the maximum difference

ô/

is 0.O5Vo. The integral J "un 
be evaluated by using small argument approximations of 1n

0

ô'
andKn. Since forn*0 thevalueof theintegrandis0atz=0,thecontributionfrom 

J
0

ô' ^i-e "/z-e z æ

BnG)=l* J * J * J *J0 ô, ^/r+e ^/z+e Z

ca

ô'

f
0

n be neglected when ô'is sufficiently small. However, for n=0 the contribution from

is significant even for extremely small ô'since in this case the integrand is infinite at

ô/

e =0. Letting A represent the integral I , *r have, for z small,
0

ô'¡=ir1-11 '-1"-" or.-- 
å 
,y', nlr, ,(ln2z+nz)"

Making the change of variable y =-lnz, we obtain

r= i c}-*r '-l-""-, o, .

_r'no, Tr Tz y- +ß-

This integral can be easily calculated numerically.

(s.18)

The value of e in (5.18) is chosen to be 10-7 in the calculation. The value of the

corresponding integral do not change practically when choosing a smaller value of e.

(s.1e)
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For the evaluation of the integral series in (5.17), 21 terms have been used in the

calculation. However, this is only necessary for t close to 1. When T is larger, say,

1> 1.5, using 11 terms only gives a0.57o difference. When x>2.5, usage of 6 terms

gives only a difference of O.2Vo.

The series of the residue terms is found to converge rather rapidly and n from 2 up

to 30 has been used in the calculation. This is again necessary only for accurate calcula-

tion when t is close to 1. Comparison with results when using n from 2 up to 10 and up

to 20 shows the maximum difference is less than27o.

As shown in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4, the starting points of the cunents in the shadow

region are different for different angles, which correspond to the time needed for the

incident wave to reach the point under consideration on the cylinder surface. For exam-

ple, when 0=1800, the starting time is r=2.57.It should be noted that the difference

between the magnitudes of the current density at different angles becomes smaller as t

increases. This means that after the incident wave has passed the cylinder and the creep-

ing waves have traveled a few circumferences around the cylinder, the magnitude of the

surface current density everywhere on the cylinder surface is almost the same. It slowly

approaches zero as r-+oo. It can also be seen from Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 that the magnitude

of the current density for ^fi-1,^lz=2 is larger than that for ^fi-1,nlz=1.2 for a given Q

and t. This is due to the fact that the magnitude of the incident field is smaller in the

latter case.

It should be noted that the surface current density given by (5.17), when considered

as a function of the normalized quantities y'1 , n(2, tr and the angular coordinate Q, is

independent of the cylinder radius ø. This implies that one can obtain J, for any values of
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a by simply convertin1 Tt, Tz and r to the normalized quantities yl , ^/2 and r for a given

value of ø.

It should also be pointed out that the analytical expression given by (5.17) is

theoretically valid for all time ranges and numerically useful for t > 1, instead of the con-

ventional r> 2. Since for points at a finite distance in the plane of the complex variable s

the series in (5.2) is uniformly convergent. As a consequence the series in expression

(5.17) can be truncated appropriately to obtain numerical results. With such an expres-

sion the transient behavior can be determined for all the time ranges in the shadow

region, for instance, without being necessary to derive separate expressions for the early

times and for the late times, and to employ elaborate interpolation techniques to cover the

intermediate times [7] The results obtained are also valid for the penumbral region [10].
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Fig. 5.3. Cunent density response for y'1 =I,nlz=2.
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Fig. 5.4. Current density response f.or ^fi='J.,n{z=L.2.
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CHAPTER 6

EARLY.TIME FIELD RESPONSE TO A CYLNIDRICAL
ELECTROMAGNETTC WAVE

In this Chapter, we derive the early{ime field response of a conducting cylinder to a

cylindrical electromagnetic wave by using the double Laplace transform approach as

described in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.

6.1 The Frequency Domain Solution

We continue from Equation (2.26) of Section 2.2. The solution of this equation can

be obtained as

where /¡o is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and order jp, and C* and D-

are constants to be determined by imposing theboundary condition Aor(a,p, s)=0 and

the continuity conditi* lS Ar*(ro-8,p, r)=lSA..(re+e,p, s). The transformed

electric field can now be derived from (6.1) as

Ar*(r, P, s) =þ**,rro,¡* 
ffx,rrkrs)r¡r(kr) r l rs

þ^x,oorr¡*ffx,ork)r¡o(kro) 
r ) rs

U-r,r,O,rr={
+ffi[I¡r(ka)K¡p(kr)-I¡r(kr)K¡o&a)) r 1rs

(6.2)

+ #[I ¡p(ka)K ¡p(kr s)-I ¡ r(kr s)K ¡p(kn)] r > r o
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6.2 The Time Domain Solution

The inverse of the two-sided Laplace transform in (6.2) is

Eon(r,þ*,s

h" 
"ti,- 

_ï ffi u,, @ a) K ¡, (kr) - r ¡, (kr) K ¡ o 
(ka)l e 

p þ 
^ d p r 1 r s

1 î-n Kir(kr) ,r. (t,^\v /t,- \ r /t-- \r/ rt-^r¡^pþ^ 
(6'3)

ñ,!*; ffiv to@a)K¡r(kr ¡-I ¡r(kr ùK¡o&a)Jepþ^ dp "' o'

As explained in section 2.2, we now use the following asymptotic expression s 1261, [21]

K¡o&a)= 
#þe-púf 

(x) (6.4)

I¡r(ka)=- 
=,?t?r^ 

epúLjf (x)+s(.r)l (6.s)" 3(ka)"'

where/ (x) is given by (2.32) and

I @)=z(zr/6) Bi(-2rß x)

a=l3ka(wcoshry- sinhw)lnf2 (6.6)

coshw- p /ka

in which Bi is the Airy function of the second kind corresponding to Equation (8.6) in

Appendix B. The zeros of K¡o(ka) corresponding to the zeros x, of f (x) are given in

(2.32)

Thus

pr=ka +xr(ka)tß
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Since the zeros in (6.7) are in the right half-plane, the integrals in (6.3) are evaluated for

0,n ( 0, yielding for both r 1rs and r > rs

ryrp=p^=#,p,úr'(*n).

s)=- + i_rro"'^[K¡o&ro)K¡p(tcr)t¡r(t<ò/þK¡r(ka))p=p^ 
. (6.9)Er (r,Q.,s)-- Tì 

|,sp^Q^IK¡o(krs)K¡,(kr)I ;,(lrz 
â

Using (6.5), (6.8) and the asymptotic approximation [29]

we obtain

K¡,(z) = (rr/2)1n (r' - p')-t/4 e-kz - p\tn + p cos-t Qt /z) - prØ

, -{*2 r3 -nï)to -(k' r' -p?)'o +p nfcos-t Qt n/kr }+cos-t ç,/kr)+þ.1

which can be written as

(6.8)

Since Eon,n decreases practically exponentially with p, as n increases we may retain only

the first term. Hence

Ér (r,qr,s) =-lrirt"

where

Ér*(r,0,,,s) = îÊrr,r(r, þ^, s)
n=l

(6.10)

Bi(-ut)
Ai' (-u1) t&2 rE- p]) ç¡r2 12- oz)t*t/A

(6.11)

(6.1,2)

^.ro-lß-fo-s-Þ-( ^ )
s-ot e ¿c (6.13)
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To ensure that the summation in (6.11) is convergent for Q- negative, \¡ve require

that f Q.l>cos 1(ø/re)+cos 1çalrs¡, which shows that (6.13) is valid in the region of

geometric shadow (Fig. 6. 1).

0 * = | qÅ - cos-t çrl kro)--cos-l (p,/ kr)

to*=l?E -a2)1/2 +02 -a2)1/2 +aï^llc

þ*=Ut1*

(6.14)

The total transformed electric field is given by

Er(r,Q,s)= L Er*(r,Q.,s)

For the early-time response we retain only two terms corresponding

Fig. 6.1. Field point in the shadow region.
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values of lQ. I as

Thus

Ër*(r,or,s) =-Trî1"#*

ro. r={jll ,r, ;:;

From the integral [26]

t 
î-" ?t3 rsr-,/stß ds =3%T-1ß¡¡Kzr)-ro^/lu(l)2ßj o!j*

the inverse Laplace transform of (6.17) can be obtained in the form

m4
m=l

l(kz rE- p7)(k2 r2- pl¡yrrt

E,(r, Q, t) = - T 
t^ ffi ffi þ.r-; ^ Ai l(6r, *)-1 

o 
þ *l u (r *)

(6.1e)

where r*= 9(t -to*).
a

,-* L,
m=0

(6.16)

For the illuminated region, the integrals in (6.3) can be evaluated using the saddle

point method by employing the asymptotic expansions of both I and K. Since it yields

only the same information as the physical optics solution we will not present the analysis.

Interested reader may refer to [38].

-to,s-þ.(#)

(6.17)

(6.18)
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6.3 Numerical Results and Discussion

Computed results for the early-time field response in the shadow region are shown

in Figs. 6.2-6.5, where E=aEz and t=up is the normalized local time, counted fromthe

anival of the wave front at the field point under consideration. Fig. 6.2 gives the (8, r)

curves for rs/a=3 and r/a=2, when0=1500,1650 and 1800. Fig.6.3 gives the (E,t)

curves for rs/a=3 and 0=1800, whenr/a=2,3 and4. Figs.6.4 and 6.5 correspond to

Figs. 6.2 and 6.3 for the case of rs/a=6. From these figures it is clear that the electric

fields build up in an exponential manner. As the field point approaches the shadow boun-

dary, the initial rise becomes very rapid. It can also be seen that the magnitude of the

electric ûeld in the case of rs/a=3, r/a=2 and 0= 180o is smaller than that in the case

of rg/a=6, r/a=2 and 0= 180o for the same values of t. This is due to the same reason

as explained for case of current response.
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Fig. 6.2. Field response for ro =3a and r =2a at different Q.
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Fig. 6.3. Field response for ro=3aand Q= 1800 at different r.
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Fig. 6.4. Field response for r0=6a utd r =2a at different Q.
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Fig. 6.5. Fieid response for r0=6aand O- 1800 at different r.
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FORMULATION OF THE TRANSIENT FIELD RESPONSE OF

A DIELECTRIC CYLINDER

In this Chapter we derive analytical expressions of the transient field response of a

dielectric circular cylinder to a cylindrical electromagnetic wave generated by a parallel

filament carrying a unit-step curent. The mathematical technique employed here is simi-

lar to that in Chapter 4.

CHAPTER 7

Fietd Point

Fig. 7.1. Cross section of the dielectric cylinder to line soruce configuration.

Source
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7.1 The Frequency Domain Solution

The geometry is shown in Fig. 7.1 where a is the radius of the dielectric cylinder

with permittivity €r€0, permeability þ=lh, and rs the distance from the line source to the

cylinder axis. The surrounding medium is assumed to be free space with permittivity q

and permeability ¡t4. For a line source carrying a unit-step current, the Laplace transform

of the electric field in the absence of the cylinder is

The Laplace transform of the scattered electric field outside the cylinder can be assumed

AS

El(¡;0, s) =

l¡e,

]'l
l¡e,
þ=o

Fo

2n

E2Øþ,', =-*å e,a, Kn(f,) K,(+)cosnQ

and the Laplace transform of the electric field inside the cylinder as

t,(L)çf &lcosn 
Qcc

t,(9) K,(Y)cosn Qcc

E,(nQ,', =-*å e,b,I,(lÀ) cosn Q

where l,={E.The magnetic fields corresponding to EL, E2 and E, are

r 1rg

r)rg
(1.r)

Hi@þ, s)=
iru",rrïlntllcosnQ 

r 1 rs

îr,n(?) K;(ï)cosnQ r ) rs

(7.2)
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HiØþ,s) =- 
orrL F*r", 

x;fïl *^r*rcosn S

H,(nþ,s)=- #\r,u,I;(ïL)cosn Q .

Using the boundary condition at r = a., the constants øn and bn canbe obtained as

dn=
h(YÌ,")l,+, (&) -tJnç9yn*, (9À)cccc

From (1.2),(7.3),(7.7) and (7.8), we obtain the frequency domain solution of the scat-

tered electric field outside the cylinder and the total electric field inside the cylinder,

respectively, as

I n(Y^òKn*, ( 9) + t"x,(9)rn *r ( 9À)
cccc

bn=
to /' I r7!o ?")Kn +t ê9) + 7"xr(9)I n *rt9rlcccc

(7.s)

.1l'n
K"(j)

c

(7.6)

where r' =r/a and E, r's and[g has the same definitions as before.

(7.7)

(7.8)

(7.e)
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7,2 The Time Domain Solution

The inverse Laplace transform of (7.10) can be written as

where r=ct/a and

E,(nþ,rr=-# F*e,cosnþh,(r) (1.tr)

in which

H,(Ç)=t . (i.13)

The appropriate Bromwich contour and associated integration contours in the complex (

plane are shown in Fig. 4.1. V/hen the contour is closed in the right half plane, we have

- ft+j-
h,(r)=ù 

*!,:,(ç)eç1d(5 
(7.12)

hn(r)=g for r<(16 - 1)+1,(1 -r') (7.14)

since it can be shown that f"(Ç)=\(Ç)u)K,*r(O+)&,(Ç)Ir*t(9,) has no zeros in rhe

right half plane and the contour integral along Cl vanishes. 'When the contour is closed

along C *+ Ll * C, + L2 in the left half plane, hn(r) can be written as

.( I
hn(ù=-L 

L¿.¿.1.1 )u"rtr"Ç, 
dç+2Rn, (trs)

where Rn¿ is the residue of Hr(Ç)r(" ut the pole Çnt at which l,(()=0.It can be shown

that
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and, when t> (rto - 1)+ )u(l-r'),

Using appropriate analytic continuation of the modified Bessel functions, the contribu-

tions from the line integrals along the branch cut can be evaluated as

lim I n"fll tÇ" d(,=o
Ê-+0 ;t-€

-lim In"fÇ>tÇ"d(,=o6_--)æ f,_

where

ln"G> '$dÇ+ lr"fÇ> r$dÇ=(-t;n*t 2nj B,(r)
Lr L2

in which

BrG)= [
0

(7.16)

e

;
I I,(zr' Ìv) [K,(zr6)B + I r(z16)A]

For the residue terms, since the zeros of f"(Ç) appear in conjugate pairs, Rr¿

obtained as

I -E^,, In(ì,"r'Ç¿)Krfr,rÇ¿_)Rnt=2Rel+-^-- 
I Ç ?"2 In *2çÌ"ÇnùK,(Ç,ù - I nQ,"("nùKn*zG,ù)

(7.17)

A =Ir(27") Kr+tk)+)uIn¡kìù X"ç¡

B = I nklv) I n +t k) - ?u I n +t Qlu) t rça¡ .

A2 +n282

and the summation over / in (7.15) will be up to / =[ number of zeros for each n]/2. From

(7.I1)-(7.18), we finally obtain
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dz (7.1e)

(7.20)

(7.21)

can be

(7.22)



Er(n[,t)=- # À*"osnQ[(-l)n 
B,(t)+lf¿] for t> (r'o-Ð+]u(t-r') (7.23)

with Bn(Î) and Rn¿ given by (7.19) and (7.22), respectively. By following the same pro-

cedure, we can obtain the time domain solution of the scattered electric field outside the

cylinder as

where

E\Øþ,r)=- J0 i,e,.orrq t(-t)nBi(t)+IÆì¿l for t> r's +r' (i.24)4\"' / 2nafto r

and

in which

B"(r)=*[ffie-zrd'z (7'26)

and

c = K,(zr' ) Kr(zr6) - n2 I n(zr' ) I ner'o)

7.3 Discussion

It should be noted that for any 0, the expression of the total electric field inside the

D =Ir(zr') Kr(zr's)+ I"(zr'ù Kr(zr') .

(7.27)
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cylinder is valid for all the time ranges while that of the scattered field outside the

cylinder is valid only after the initial incident wave front has passed a distance of rs + r.

This phenomenon is similar to that discussed in Section 4.3.

As forthe numerical calculation of (7.23) and(7.24), there is no difficulty in com-

puting the integral terms. In order to calculate the residue contributions, one should be

able to calculate the zeros of f"(ç) in the left half (-plane and to find out the number of

zeros of /n(() for each n. This will be part of our future work.
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CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

8.1 Conclusions

Analyticai expressions for both the early- and late-time response of the cuffents

induced on a perfectly conducting circular cylinder illuminaæd by a cylindrical elec-

tromagnetic wave have been derived and numerical results have been presented. The

eally-time results obtained by using different methods are in good agreement within

their range of validity for both the shadow and illuminated regions. The late-time

results are obtained with different formulations and the range of validity of the expres-

sions has been discussed. A single expression for the current density response has

been derived, which is valid and numerically useful for all the time ranges in the sha-

dow region, for late time range in the illuminated region, and also for part of the early

and intermediate time ranges at large angles in the illuminated region. Even though

the results have been given explicitly for the case when the line current is a unit-step

function, the response for the case of a general variation of the line current may be

determined by superposition. From the treatment of the more general case of a cylindr-

ical wave excitation, the cunent response to TM polarized plane electromagnetic

waves has been obtained as a special case, the new expressions derived having a sub-

stantially larger range of validity than the previously known results. The early-time

field response of a conducting cylinder to a cylindrical electromagnetic wave and the

transient cuffent response to an electromagnetic pulse of a double exponential type are

also analyzed and numerical results ale presented. Finally, the analysis of transient
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field response of a dielectric cylinder to a cylindrical electromagnetic wave has also

been canied out theoretically.

8.2 Future Research

One extension of this work would be to study

conducting cylinder to electromagnetic waves.

Another problem is the analytical treatment of

cylinders, with the inherent complications introduced

tions.

A more practical problem is that of the analysis of electromagnetic interference

between pipelines and parallel ü'ansmission lines when a fault occurs on the latter. The

pipeline can be modelled as a long, coated conducting cylinder, buried in a half space

lossy medium (soil). While numerical methods have to be employed for practical

configurations, the results obtained in this thesis can be used to validate the computer

programs employed.

the ftansient response of a coated

A mathematical problem arises in Chapter 7 which relates to the computation of

the residue contributions in the case of transient scattering by a dielectric cylinder. The

caiculation of the zeros of f "(e) 
is not difficult. But in order to calculate the rcsidue

contributions one has to know the number of zeros of f "(Ç) 
for each n . This

mathematical problem can be staæd as follows: Find the number of zeros of /, ((), as

a function of n, where f "(Ç)=1,((X)K,*1(()+?,"Kn(Ç)1"*t(Ç\), 
with I, and K, being

the modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind, respectively, and À>1,

Re[(] < 0.

the ftansient response of elliptic

by the presence of Mathieu func-
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First we derive the expression of the electric field generated by the line source

without the presence of the cylinder. The current density of the line source located at

(re,0) is

DERTVATTON OF EQUATTON (2.1)

APPENDIX A

The wave equation for the vector potential A,=Az(r,þ,t)a, due to the line current is

Y'A,-++=-Fo ô(x-rs)õ(y)ø(r) . (4.2)
co dt'

Taking the Laplace transform with respect to /, we have

Jr=-õ(x-re) ô0)ø(r) .

yrÃ,-(L)rÃ,=- 
*UO-ro)ôg) . (A.3)

Equation (4.3) is a Helmholtz equation whose solution in unbounded region is

: Jþo
Az= TH6t) f 

Ä lr-ro l) . (A.4)
4SC

Note that the appropriate initial and boundary conditions have been used in obtaining

(4.4). The Laplace transform of the electric field intensity is given by

V/e write the electric field as E! because it will be the incident electric field when the

-99-
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E¿r(r, þ,s) = - sAr(r,Q,s) . (A.s)



cylinder is present. From (4.4) and (A.5), we have

When r 1rg, by using the addition theorem of the Hankel functions, E, canbe expressed

as

Ei=-+ ; npçlsr-o )J,(L¡¿i,a . (A.7)'4L¿cc
n-@

For r < rg, the scattered electric field can be assumed in a form

EL=-#rt (Át"-.0t).

EI=-+;c,Hp¿Y¡n,çiL¡"in+. (A.8)"4.?cc n=-@

From the boundary condition

we have

t,(&)
t- __ cvn_ (A.10)

Hf;) (sa 
'c

Hence for r < rs we obtain the total electric field as

(4.6)

lU|+ øt1r-_"=g

The Laplace transform of the induced current density on the surface of the cylinder is

(A.e)
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From (A.11) and (4.12) and using the wronskian of the Hankel functions

J',(ÒHÍ! Q) - J,(z)HÍ])' ç¡ = - 2i-
7

we obtain finally

t ãE-
J.(o,s)= *, Ë l,* (A.12)

(4.13)
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DERTVATTON OF EQUATTONS (2.9) AND (2.10)

The expression related a # ly=y, is given byFranzfl¿Sl

âa$)(e) z
a, lv=vn = n"-t'*(+)nA'(qn)

l, - "tï 'n - 4tt'3 r 3t * turc ).,' I (8.1)' 
L 
'- ,* T - ,* øn + 7t- tt*- zl3so-)

where,4 (a) is a kind of Airy function defined as

I
A(q)= îrîi"{t -,otz(t)'ot+r nrzrlf"t} @.2)

which satisfies the equation

#+!wQ¡=0. (B.3)

s, in (8.1) is given by

APPENDIX B

Md qn is the n-th zero of A(q). A more commonly used Airy function Ai is defined as

Ai(-.,)= Latnu -ror!ú"¡+ t ,oçtún¡| G.5)

which satisfies the equation

sn=Ç7ß Qn

-102-
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Letting u.nbe the n-th zero of Ai(-a), then gn canbe expressed in terms of cr, as

qn=3rßar. (B.7)

Ai'(-ur¡ andA'(qr) can be derived from (B.2) and (B.5) as

ry-zw(a)=s ' (8.6)
d'z

Ait(-un7=-Io,lt-ntlut/'>-¡*fZa3,3)1. (B.e)

It can be seen from (8.7), (8.8) and (8.9) that

A' (q n) = 4t -*t2(lfn t - r ntzrlr" t\

Using (8.4), (8.7) and (B.9) in (B.1) and noring that z- jsa/c, we obrain

itç) t#)=2Ar(-a,trffrnr-#r*)-n + ffi"?rff)-aß +. . . I . (8.1 r)

The expression for v, is

A'(q)--3-nßAi'(-aù .

Yn=z+riúz'o,,-e-i1t/3z-1ßI-i-f, -*r+''' (8.12)' 30 ioz" 5)'

From (8.4), (8.7) and (8.12) and noting again that z= jsa/c, we have

(8.8)

y,=i rî*on( z,e)'o.*r*r-tß +#,t-ä x#F+. ..1 . (8.13)

(8.10)
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An outline of the derivation of (2.16) is given in this appendix. Since we can not

obtain an analytical solution of the inverse Laplace transform of (2.11), we have to make

further approximation to obtain a form which is suitable for performing the inverse

Laplace transform analytically. Such an approximation is possible since we are only con-

sidering the case of s ->"". Using the relation (2.15), the factors 1n (2.13) can be written

AS

DERTVATTON OF EQUATTON (2.16)

APPEÀIDIX C

and

?f,vnitanhT)tn =(T)tor'o U-fl)'lt'o (c.2)

corhy=-;Y fl-1l¡zytn (C.3)zz

vtanhy= jz[t - (L)z]rn
z

Ao=l

¿,=å -*(L)rtt-(!)rl. (c.4)

o, = # - # ri>' rr - (:)'Ju . # (L)o tt - tïr"-'

Note that when (2.13) is used in in (2.I1), z and v should be replaced by jsrs/c andvn,

-ro4-
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2rn
respectively. For convenience we denote sa/2c by ,9. Thus 1=¡--J-S and

v,=ilxs +a,st/3 +ul+#,t-ös-r + . . .l (c.5)

?=tr*%s-^ *ftr-**frrr-*,r,+ ...1 (c.6)

t - r+r' = [ I - rfr t" l[ 1 - cn cos2 þu s -n - fr "?"os2 
q 

u s -tn

u - r?>'ttn = îr - rt 
"'"t 

- trs-^ - *rn + f, r'>s-ß

-f,rr*îrn+f,r'ls-2 -. ..t (c.8)

tr - (þ)21-tn -U -(3-)21-nlr * !ps-^ * Ifg + lrr¡saß- z'- - 'rs" - 2 2'- 4

* |rr * Trn* f,r'ls-z + . . .l (c.e)

I - (L)2 l-t /4 =Ir - (L), I -t/4 U * I p s -* * ) fO + ] r z 
¡ s -ut- z'- - 'rs'- ' 4 4'- 8

*lrr*|rn*$r'>s-2 +. . .t (c.10)

It - (L)21-1 = [1 - ( 
o 

)']-t ft + pS-n + çg + 12¡54ßzro

+(z+zP e+r3¡s-2+ ...1 (c.11)

U - ¿!-)2 j4n - ú - (3-)z l-sn | * 1 p s -* * 1 fA ¡ I p z¡ 5-+n- z'- - 'rs'- ' 2 2'- 4

* *cr* 1ro* Sr,;s -2 + . . .t (c.rz)2' 2 24
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p =o'ncotzqb

A= fr","otzþu (c.13)

t=(*- *#"2>cot2þ6

a /16
and Q¿ = 

G _ arn?ùtn 
is the angular coordinate conesponding to the shadow boundary,

as shown in Fig. 1.1. From (2.15) and (C.6), we have when V:Vn

1'=;cos-1 { 
^-*trît-* 

*#rL-$ls-2+ "'l} . (c.14)

Expanding (C.14) at L,we obrain

y=ilþu-fcr,"osq uS-n-crlcosQ¿ (f"or'q, *#>tto-. . .l . (c.ls)

Equation (C.5) together with (C.15) gives

vry=-2þus -crn(Q¿ -cotQ¿),s1Æ -us-rß - ys-l +ws-sß +. . . (c.16)

u ="?(#Q, - S"otq¿ - fcot3q¿¡

v=htr-$l-So3.o tQ6-!a3,cot3q¿ G.u)

* = #o,cotQ¿ - Afh-"Í.otQ¿ 
+ ftoî"ott qu .

From (C.2) and (C.8), we have
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Ç|vnitanr¡/fn= i 
:o0 

¡r 
n e-i7r/4 s-lo lt * lu,cotz 

s-%

. *r** f.ot'q, )cot2q6saß+ . . .l 
.

The summation in (2.13) can be written as

æ rtn+ *l 
^> 2' Am =t-!!)s-r¡l -rv" ¡zYrnm4 rCål (|v t*rry¡' 8' 2rs'- - z ' -

* *f*), s-r('" )rtt - (L)rl-2 + .

192'2rs' '2" z

Using (C.9)-(C.12) in (C.19), we obtain

- *, 
^ur 

t' r?r' ft - (+)' t-" -

åYå J,= r-*,oroå(1+|cot2q¿¡s-r
m-4 rf *l f lu tunt'y¡'

- $o,"ot'Orf*+5cot2S¿)s-sÆ 
+ . .' .

By utilizing previous expressions, (2.1.3) can be approximated as

(c.18)

#r*rzs-z¡t-(z¡z¡

nP k)=-j(+ )1r¿s-tnex { r *f }. ot2q6¡s-n- tfcotq¿{r + 
}cotrqr)ls-,

-a?,q 5 n*t + ( rs 
+, cot-Q¿¡cot2q¿1s-oo -r#o,cot3 q6ç29 +35cot2þ6)ls-s¿ * . ) ç.2r)

where

(c.1e)

(c.20)
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X =2(þø- tanQå)S + ø,Q¿,S rß +l(l + u?,cos2 q6f 
OL 

* fr>15."

+ lv +(# + 
fial>"osQ¿ + 

frú,"otq, * 
f,ol.ot5q¿J,s-1 

+ . . .

Using (C.21) and (2.22) in (2.T1) and retaining the first few terms, we can finally obtain

(2.16) from which the time domain current density can be readily obtained by taking the

inverse Laplace transform.

(c.22)
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Consider

THE LAPLACIAN OPERATOR IN CAUSTIC COORDINATES

with

APPENDIX D

and

Y2e(x,y¡=ry.ry (D.r)

Then

x=x(l,ry), y=y(l,V)

l=I(x,y), V=V(.x,y) .

and

#=#,#r *## #.#,#,'.# #.# # (D 6)

#=#,*r*ffi# #.#,#,'.# #.# # (D 7)

Ao AoA/,ðoâyJ- 

--
òx il ô"r ' ðry âx

AO:AO A/*AO¿V.
ðy U ây'ôryðy

(D.2)

(D.3)

(D.4)

(D.s)
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Y2 e = r(#)' . (#f t#.',## . #. #, jui

*tr#)'.r$r'rff .,ff.#,#.rffi.#,# (D8)

The transformation equations between the Cartesian and the caustic coordinate systems

are

where

rl(V)=a(sin0- jcorasiny) . (D.12)

Rewriting (D.9) and (D.10) as

x =Ë(V)+/cosry

y =n(V)+/sinry

((ry) = a(cosQ - |"orøcosry)

we have

o=ffi=,. (D.ls)

The following derivatives can be obtained directly through calculus

u(x,y,l,V) =.r - 6(V) - /cosry= g

v (x,y,l,V) =y -q(\r) - /siny= g

(D.e)

(D.10)

(D.r 1)

#=-*#Pt=l#+/cosrv) (D'r6)

?v __ I ?(ø,v) __1rinw
ðx L^ ð(l,x) I -*'Y

(D.13)

(D.14)
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il I ð(u.v\ 1

av =- 
^ 
ã(/,¡=-7cosv {o'19)

#=-i(#./cosy)2 .lr-ff"o,v *ffi,i,v) @.20)

#=ir#-/sinrv)2 
*þrt-ff,t"v -ffi*,r, (D.zr)

a2V= I dn I

òx2 
= "frsin\r+ ^sin2y (D.22)

il -_l ?(u,v) =_L ç 
dE _/sin')

ðy Â ð0, V) I ' dw -v"'Y '

â2v LdL 1.
#=,, õtotv-7smzY

c$lt+r9l'=r*4dx dy I"

e=çh ¡z +(+)2dr|r ctr4t

(D.18)

ð/ðv â/ðu 1-I 

-_--L 
-_-t¿ðx òx ' ðy ôy - 12"

dE dnb=-=!cos\y+ - -sln\+/dty ' dry

c*l'*t*l'=* ro.28)'òx' 'ðy' ¡2

ð2tð2trcAi- -+ë=
ðx2 ðy' I 12 13

(D.23)

(D.24)

(D.2s)

d2n d2L
L - ---;slnv+ Écostl¡d14r- d\y-

(D.26)

(D.27)
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â2V*ð'r4t:B
ðx2' ðy2 É

Using (D.16)-(D.31) in (D.8), we obtain

v2o= u.#,#.i#.1# *(+-i-#,#.å# (D3z)

Hence

-., A.a2 I a2 zB ¿z .t c A.a B av'=(r*7) 
ar, 

*7 
^rtp 

*7 
a/a,r, 

*(7 7- tt) u* /' a,l,

Where A, B and C are given by (D.25), (D.27) and (D.30). Nore that A, B and

different forms from those given by (3.27). From (D.11) and (D.12), we have

# =a ¡ jsin(cr+ry) - (sinfi|sinacosry)ff1

# = "t-|cos{a+ry¡ 
+ rcosg-}sinasinv) ff J

# = 
"L( |"orurosry-cosQ)( ff )2 + cos(ry+or, t - #, - (sina+ 

|.incr.ory¡ $ 1

(D.36)

(D.31)

ffi = "rrf .orariny-sina)(ff)2 + sin(y+a) u-#r+ (cosQ-|sinasiny¡{91 .

Using (D.34) and (D.35) in (D.25) and (D.27), (D36) and (D.37) in

we have

A=o2 ,inzu(l+ ¿þ ¡'4 dry'

(D.33)

Careina

(D.34)

(D.3s)

(D.37)

(D.30), respectively,

-rt2-
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,='l-+"o,urffi>+coso rr-ffir*+,^"ffi. (D.40)

B =Lsinal*#) (D.3e)
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An outline of the derivation of (3.30) is given in this appendix. From

t ðE-
,/.(Q, s)= 

Uo" Ë l,=o md (3.29),we can write

DERTVATTON OF EQUATTON (3.30)

APPENDIX E

where E is given by

n = t#r-* - J-rl¡ro 
"-o(Ro 

+/ - t"o'o' l

r.(Q,s) =-#ffiff1,--

. i" * # e-kR + 
+ # r+¡rn r-k 

(R o+ / - fcoscr), . + #,-o 
(* o + t - lcosu)

[' 
+, #,'" #,*," r]. r f r fi r'' c * n fi rfrr"t þ . *o,#r" Å:,,,

. l. g I -¡¡7 9 1 ,!orro"-k(Ro+t-lcosu)l+... (8.2)* 
Or, of Rne 

-'-6 
*tf r¡

The partial derivative of E with respect to r at r =a is

(E.1)

-tl4-



#t,--"=|,ut*"--

* fs-Ro {^^" - r-o'* 
o + t - }cosu) 

{tfit"l

. 1. 1 1 A -kR, 1 1 ,lo,r, ð --È(Ro+t-fcosu)+7V t ozní"--' * t o6" 
,T)"' Ar" " I

# r?ro *,-o'^o 
+ t - fcosu),

. i.å,- 
m ?-ptn* 

år-o'^o 

+t-lcos",*,;$,r 
"1. +#"-k(no+t-lcosu)

#['i,fi,'"

* 1 I9 -l!"+*' k2' I2B psn ¿,

tË, *,'",I. rf frr'" c + nfrrfii"tþ * $orfii"

where A, B and C are given by (3.27).In order to calculate the derivatives in (E.3) we

have to derive #r,--,*u #1,=o first. Replacing x and y in (D.13) and (D.la) by

rcos0 and rsinO, respectively, we have

9 I ,lo,tn
nt n¿"'7'

A -k(Ro+/-fcosø)

-øòr

F (l,ry,r,0) = /cos\r + a (cosq- jcosgcosry)-rcosQ = 0

G (I,ty,r,0) = /sinv + ø (sinQ-|cosøsinry)-rsin0 = 0

Then

. 
],=.

À: ,

(E.3)

ð(F,G)/ò(I,ry)
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From (E.4) and (E.5), we have

# = -r rtnry + a [-(sinùr ] rina""r\r) -# + ] sin(a+ry¡

# = /cosry + a t(cosQ-|sinasinV)ff + jcoslcr+ry;

ðr^ðc
a, =cosu ' ¿t =stnu

From (E.8)-(E.11), we obtain

Q@,G) =o"orodþ
ð(/, V) ---"- dty

¿\l _ ð(F,G)ß(t,r)
ðr ð(F,G)ß(I,ty)

AF ðG
ã=cosv , f =sinv

and

(8.7)

AIF.G) I n.dö a..
= -a(l-:Srn"c[) :' --Srn'Cld(r, V) 2 ' dry 2-

Using (E.12)-(E.14) and noting that I=Io when r=ts, we have

(E.8)

(E.e)

(8.10)

a(F.c)-#=SlnC[
ò(I,r)

ar.
-t
¡ lr--a-dr

(E.11)

(1 - jsin2ar# | Èto* tsinzu

(8.r2)

dó,cos*;ç Ir=lo

ðV,
r Ir=¿ -dr

(E.13)

dö'coscr;\[ ll=/o

(E.14)
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By using (8.15) and (E.16), the following derivatives can be derived

!r-o* I ,'=o =kcos ae-kRoâr"

À--tt o+t-fcosa) r , -. _frRo

àr" 
- I r__a=-Kcosg"e

**t" | ,-.o= |nfn "oru (E.le)

*r#r'" | ,=n=;k,*u 3D sin'a-ht notn) ( 8.20)

**t" I ,=o= |nos'"oru (E.zr)

ò.10.1D,
*r*¡, l,-.n=*;,å^ ssnsin2u-*,u'ou'o, . (8.22)

Denoting

(E.17)

r=[r+,#r'"#r^L>'"rî*rîrfi >'oc*nï,#,'otþ*o]-arf,lr"â,,,

(E.18)

since Vis a function of / and y, and / and ry are functions of r, we have

àV, -AVil ðVðv-
Ç1,-.n=t A ¡+ *;iJt=to .

-TT7-
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(8.24)



ff L=,,*o # | ,=,0 .* be derived as

where U is given by

, =r L r 
t o 

r,o * ) { 

^,Lt", 
ï.uf rfi¡n +n fr t#, ", i . i ^ 

r#t " ï .'4'Ro' ðrVTRe' "¡z '4'Ro' dry'Rs' '¡z 4'R1 
(8.27)

{1,=,,=-u

ff l,=,, =irinofttrtou (8.26)

Using (8.15), (8.16), (8.25) and (E.26) in (8.24), we have

ðvt __ 1 ,,
¿, I r=a -- 

"osG 
"

We now derive the explicit expression for U. Since

*,#,'" l,=o=-qsinar¡h u-#r*r(#)'"#, @'s)

rË,#, 
w = îFz,hr"## u-#, - *, 

^^,'"'ä:å" 
rr-ffir

+¡o(4)r nsinzutfti'*r#)' "r*-frl,,no #, re.30)

by using the previous relevant expressions, Ucan be derived as

(8.2s)

u = ä,#r"{+-,+f; ""* -1,t',inz utffi

. $ rfrf(3 si n2 cr- 1 ) . # ri-sin2 cr) * I (ft)' sinz ut{ft)2

(E.28)
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l ,r t.¿'a)+7østnü( h- ^J o\nl

From Fig. (3.1), we have

and from which we obtain

da , Rs+2Is

* lr=t' =- 
2(R0 + /0) ' (E'33)

Note that /s=$cosa and Rs=(rf,+az-zrsacosQ)12 has been used in deriving (E.33)."2

From (8.32) and (E.33), we have

dö R6
t=^;- 1E.5a7ñ= ,(Rr./r)

d2ö I _ Rs+4Ior _ _z^ftssrn0 
(/"rRofdi= *ø1(ostnc[(/"r-0)3' (E'35)

U can now be derived through use of (8.34), (E.35) and (8.31), as

V=G+Q

v= 2G- Þ @32)
rgsinB = ø sinçt,

(E.31)

u = *,fr f" #[(4cos2a - 
tif +noccos2ct + s) *

and finally

+nE(to-scos2a)4 +zRflq4-3cos2a){l (E.36)

-1 19-



# l,--"= -+ ft. r#1" #[(4cos2* - r; f * nolcos2*+ 5) 4

Using (8.17)-(8.22) and (8.37) in (E.3), we can obrain

we can finally obtain,I.(0, s) as in (3.30).

+nfr 1 to - ¡cos2cr) 4 + 2uf,(4 - 3cos2cr, 
å,

AE:-
dr lr=o and therefore from (E.1)

(8.37)
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EVALUATION OF TIIE INTEGRALS ALONG C€ AND C-
rN (4.e) aND (4.10)

First consider the integral

In,(Ç,r)dÇ= [ 
*:=(Ç.:{) *oc. (F.1)

cE ¿. K"(Ç) Ç "

The small argument approximations of Ç(z) are [35]

APPENDIX F

Kok) --lnz, Kr(z) -z'-t(r!-t)t n='t.2 z .-. (F.2)
zn 

Lt -' ¿'

substituting in (F.1) yields for small (

wirh

+=fr'*++S* r=å*",,, (F4)

where P(() is an analytic function and is thus bounded over C, . Therefore

I.n,(Ç,r)dÇ -# l"ln n=0,1,2,... (F.3)

which implies that

h'l I f P G) dÇ l< zæe tvtax lr C(l I = o
E-+0 ;ue

rim i P(e)dço .

€+0 ¿lE

-t2t-

(F.5)

(F.6)



On the other hand, elementary calculation gives

Hence

Consider now the integral along C*. The asymptotic expression of Knk) for large z

is [35]

Knk) -(!)tn t-, . (F.e)

Thus, for large Ç, Hr(Ç,r) becomes

Hr(Ç,r) - I I 
"Çtt-t'í-r)lr6tn 1e*- 

\'u ^" ' (F'10)

Therefore by theorem 25 .l in [9], when r > r{ - I ,

-1
lgJ îdÇ=-zni. (F.7)
''"C. I

(F.8)

Ji- J H,(Ç,x)dÇ=o
ç-)- c_

(F.11)
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THE BRANCH CUT TNTEGRALS rN (4.11)

The integrals in question are

APPENDIX G

-e+jô

In,(Ç,")d(=JS ! -n,çç,r¡aç (c.1)
Lt ã-ó -*t;¡

õ<<e

- -*jô
I n,(Ç,")¿( = JS [ ^n,çç,q 

aç G.z)
L2 ¡-ö -r-;¡

ô<<e

where Hn(Ç,r) is given by (a.5). Changing the variables

(=_y +jô

in (G.1) and

(=-y -jô (c.4)

in (G.2), and noting that when õ -+ 0, Ç=yeln along L 1 and Ç=ye-in along L2, yield,s

Iu,(ç,r) dÇ=-j 
*:!r'6',ii' I dy (c s)

Lt to KnrJrtn) y

i K-(vr'ne-j"\ o)I
In,(Ç,r)dÇ=.lY*""dy. (c.6)
L2 6 Kn6,"-t"¡ Y

Using the relationship [27]

(G.3)
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Ku(zei*n¡ = s-imvn Kuk) - in Y l rk) (c.7)
slnvTr

we obtain in the limit when v )n

Kn(zei*n¡=et)^ K,(z)- j(-I)*mnlnk). (G.s)

V/ith (G.8) in (G.5) and (G.6) for m=-l and 1, respecrively,

I n,(e,Ð dÇ=-f 
(-!)" K'or6) - inl'or'ù e)x

Lt ó eÐ'K,O)-inI,(y)- , 
o' (G'9)

and

I n,(Ç,') ¿Ç= I 
?!)" K"Or'ù + inl"(vr'o) e-v'

L2 'o er)'Knl)+inlrt¿t) - y dY ' (G'10)

From (G.9) and (G.10) we finally obtain

! n,(Ç,r) aÇ + ! n,çÇ,r) dÇ = ç-t)n znjf 
I 
"o16) 

K-"(tt) - I r(v) K 
"(vr6) e )7

Lt L2 
lç'1)dç=(-II'2ni l y dy ' (G'rl)
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ZEROS OF K,(() rN THE SECOND QUADRANT OF THE (-PLANE

n=2

n=3

n=4

APPENDIX H

- 0.128 137 37 97 65 6lE+0 1 + j 0.429 4849 652087 2E+00

- 0. 1 68 1 78880474588+0 I + j 0. 1 3080 I 2 03227 398+01

n=5

n=6

- 0.197 816186346598+0 1 + j 0.220437 198 1 54698+0 1

- 0.262867 I t 67 9 57 lE+0 1 + j 0.43269 66486217 BE+00

- 0.221862621 463998+0 I + j 0. 3 1 1 3 082 9 4498598+0t

- 0.3 1 35 1 3 28441 0468+0 1 + j 0. 1 303 882 39i I t31E+01

- 0.2423 4043 8800 I I E+0 I + j 0.40309 61 5g tZ693E+0 1

- 0. 3 55 1 097904000 I E+0 1 + j O.zt 83 49 5 t7 7 57 7 9B+ol
- 0. 396 1 55 807 025438+0 I + j 0.4333 45 4086 1 474E+00

- 0.2603 12626586828+0 I + j o.49 5 5969 6065 3 8 5E+0 I
- 0. 3908 1 2 57 3980328+0 I + j 0.307 087 t7 7 024898+0 I
- 0.45 126267 7 7 49978+0 1 + j 0.13027 7 884 1 6203E+00

- 0.27 6414297 7 3 I 1 3E+0 1 + j 0. 5 8867 t288225 5iE+0 I
- 0.4223 I 5227 89 5 5OE+0 1 + j 0. 3 965065 9 693 87 5E+0 |
- 0.498827 87 925 5338+0 I + j 0.2t7 7 08zi 4647 9 lB+o I
- 0.52907 6 1292599 4E+0 1 + j 0.433 57 7 69 5224008+00

- 0. 29 1 05 8 2423 13 628+0 I + j 0.682219033 I 43308+01

- 0.45064659 45 52028+0 1 + j 0.4865201 I 4326398+0 L

- 0.5 4097 47 447 54038+0 I + j 0.305 65 442393 43 4E+O I
- 0. 5 86655 I 46668598+0 1 + j 0.1302328326997 8E+0 I

- 0.304529349 895 89E+0 1 + j 0.1 1 6t 65 5 6t 087 45F,+oI

- 0.41 6484537 337 3 1 E+0 1 + j 0.57 7 055 5 5987 1 0 I E+0 1

- 0.57 90027 I 6418058+0 1 + j 0.39 4091 261 5i 69 5E+01

- 0.637 839 497 07 9 428+0 I + j 0.217 42485 8620 I 0E+0 1

- 0.66 I 848 1 8847 1 0 1E+0 1 + j 0.433686205786 1 6E+00

n=7

n=8

n=9

n=10

r25



n= 11

n= 12

- 0.3 17 03330955843E+0 I + j 0.87 0453 57 3 5245 6E+0 I
- 0.500302 1 804 I 036E+0 1 + j 0.668049429394208+01

- 0.6 137 7 3 57 07 027 0E+0 I + j 0.483003 52803 5 3 6E+0 I
- 0.6841 4139 61 53628+0 1 + j 030498221 Z4B7 7 3E+0t

- 0.7 210009 tM0928E+0 I + j 0. I 302 1 0 1 03 I 63 348+0 1

- 0.3287 239 48927 7 8E+0 I + j 0.9 65037 9503 842 8E+0 1

- 0.5224443397 58998+0 I + j 0. 7 5945 08 7 7 2 | 4B3E+0 t
- 0.645 8923 575 3 5 9 8E+0 1 + j 0.57 2337 24928 59 9E+0 |
- 0.7 265 67 564329848+0 I + j 0.3929 13 500632i 9E+0 I
- 0.7 7 4622844822688+0 I + i 0.217 27 4253321398+01

- 0.7 9 45 459 199399 4E+0 1 + j 0.4331 45 423 487 O3E+00

- 0.3397 19 609 637 408+0 I + j 0. I 059 8 82 484383 6E+02

- 0.543 17 093 8 I 8593E+0 I + j 0.85 121 67 7 2438i 5E+01

- 0.67 5802400693 I 8E+0 I + j 0. 662063 85 2597 B tE+O I
- 0.7 65821 260803698+0 1 + j 0.4812099504287 8E+0 I
- 0.82384224409 62lE+0 I + j 0.3046 1032680704E+0 1

- 0.854789 133192938+01 + j 0. 13019705250871E+01

- 0.3501l347262876E+0I + j 0.I |5495160045I5E+02

- 0.5 626832847 7 I 598+0 1 + j 0.9 433 106797 8003E+0 1

- 0.703 83 9 49 5 t 43308+0 I + j 0.7 521 5 I 5 5 427 9 6oE+01

- 0.802441827 17 3838+0 1 + j 0. 5 69855 84 6324868+ol

- 0. 869455 89 6834128+0 1 + j 0.39223 68720 1 080E+0 1

- 0.9 l0l 67 r89 582288+0 I + j 0.217 184550 1 9979E+0 1

- 0.927 201 t 197 7 9928+0 1 + j 0.4337 812243 6 I 658+00

- 0. 3 59980347 227 I 1 E+0 I + j 0.12502381 907 7 338+02

- 0.58 1 14080 140945E+0 I + j 0. 1 0357 0I 57 09 5288+02

- 0.7 3026485067 6338+0 1 + j 0.84257 t 61 7 0221 IE+O t
- 0. 83 6807 3321 5064F+0 I + j 0.6588327 37 6O43TE+O I
- 0. 9 1 20507 45499378+0 1 + j 0.480 1 57 0227 7 03 4E+0 I
- 0.9 61 5 53004808 I 9E+0 1 + j 0.3043821 41 7 24208+o I
- 0.988244808443 30E+0 I + j 0. 1 30 1 I 8 87 246tO9E+0 l

- 0. 3 693 8 1 29233 47 7E+0 1 + j 0.13 457 05 48933 t 1E+02

- 0.59867 21 1327 8O7E+0 I + j 0. I 1283 62812321 1E+02

- 0.7 5 5286 14587 3 638+0 1 + j 09332985 45 4 11 6 8E+0 1

- 0.8692327 32581878+0 1 + j 0.7 48121 64 I 57 I 6IE+0t
- 0.9 5207 3 5927 46628+0 1 + j 0. 568 3 659 803 8964E+0 1

- 0. 1009590663 1980E+02 + j 0.3918 1 15990i959E+01

n= 13

n=14

n=15

n= 16

t26



n= l'l

- 0.10449 4926582858+02 + j 0.217 1267 67 846098+0t
- 0. 1 05 982 97 I 5 467 5E+02 + j 0.433 804499992248+00

- 0.37 83 6685 593 8098+0 I + j 0. I M t3 40241 006 4E+02

- 0.61 538265 49 17 268+0 1 + j O.t22tz7 137 048048+02

- O.7 7 9 07 I 5 420525 5E+0 I + j 0.10243092269 4 I SE+02

- 0. 8 999 64 3 1 I 49 41 5E+0 I + j 0.831 7 M0 67 7 22298+0 I
- 0.989873 630984178+0 1 + j 0. 656854894083 85E+0 1

- 0. l0 5 47 7 t 199837 2E+O2 + j 0.47 9 48 T 6463 05 3 0E+0 1

- 0. 1 098009 47 19 45 5E+02 + j 0.30423 tgt2t3323B+0t
- 0. 1 1 2 148609080878+02 + j 0. 1 30 I 834 09325258+0r

- 0.38697 9 4037 533 5E+0 1 + j 0.1537 I28t I 49 5 648+02

- 0. 63 1 36003 8 1 6884E+0 I + i 0.1314r'l07 t8582378+02

- 0. 80 1 759 33 1007 468+0 1 + j 0. I I I 55 83 2 327 O85E+02

- 0.92920 lgt 7 0287 0E+0 I + j 0927 5 6248 804027E+0 I
- 0.10257 297 17 l2I 5E+02 + j 0.7 45 6 rz9 5897 9078+0t
- 0. lO97 47 89 107 5288+02 + j 0.5 67 393 57 5 4 52408+O t
- 0. I I 47 9 5 59 0992458+02 + j 0.39 I 52606 805 057E+0 1

- O. I 17 92282009 I I 2E +02 + j 0.2t7 081 3 49 8 64438+O I
- 0.1 19244056602668+02 + j 0.43382047 4938638+00

- 0.39 525482997 5 l8E+0 1 + j 0. I 63 305 6 t7 5 604 tE+02
- 0.64667 7 93 42497 3E+0 1 + j 0.1407 7 5267 5 I 41OE+02

- 0.823 4647 6826 l33E+0 1 + j 0. 1207 1022249 847 E+02

- 0.957 I 1 0505 1 I 953E+0 1 + j 0. I 0 I 76 8052549408+02

- 0. 1 05986858648868 +02 + j 0.83462858007 I 7 I E+0 1

- 0. 1 1 3802 1 0892584E +02 + j 0.6555443486606 1 E+0 I
- 0.1 t9 520420893 67 E+02 + j 0.47 9 020835 5 75 9 6E+0 1

- 0.r2336222554M38+02 + j 0.30412741 190005E+01

- 0.125 458 103440208+02 + j 0. I 3 0 1 795 802 1 5 30E+0 1

- 0.403223838268498+0 I + j 0. 11 29 I t3 | 803 67 9E+02

- 0. 66 1 3 98 9 4 13 61908+0 1 + j 0. I 501292333 53018+02

- 0.8M28503 I 84606E+0 1 + j 0.12988497 5019 56F+02

- 0.983827 5 l7 684688+0 1 + j O.l 10804299i 82468+O2

- 0.109247 7 43 I 67 9 6E+02 + j 0. 923 890026 I 809 I E+0 1

- 0.1 l7 6647 905 I 57 5E+02 + j 0.7 4392843 593 3 99E+0 1

- 0.1240087 059 58628+02 + j 0.5 667 207 87 3 64228+0 I
- 0. 1 285 1 12293 14338+02 + j 0.39 t3247 5 I 618238+01

- 0. 1 3 1 3 1 57 29 47 2638+02 + j 0.217 0592522237 2E+0 I
- 0. 1325038 9 9048 57E +02 + j 0.43383 19 I 067 66 4E+00

n=18

n= 19

n=20
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EVALUATION OF Tr{E INTEGRALS rN (4.47)-(4.49) FOR THE CASE OF

A PLANE WAVE INCIDENCE

Consider first the integral

I,n,(ç,r)oÇ= J"ffitt.
Using the small argument approximations of Ç(() in (I.1) yields for small (

APPENDD( I

I"n,(Ç,r)d|-*fi!"ÇtaÇ n=1,2,3-... (r.2)

It is obvious from (I.2) that lim I nr(ç,") dÇ=O for n =1,2,3. . . . For ¿ =e, v¡s þ¿ye
e-+0 åue

!"no{Ç,r)dç 
-- l"&ot (r.3)

Since along C r, Ç=eeio , we obtain

:'s | 
¿ # dÇl<rim 2æeM* I +r | =ys.l#rrù l=o . (r.4)

I uo(Ç,r)dÇ=o. (I.s)
ce

Consider now the integral along C-. Using the asymptotic expression of Kr(Ç) for

large (, Hn(Ç,r) becomes

H,(Ç,r) -2k + .,x) -'2" V G.6)

Therefore by the theorem 25.1in [9], when T > 0,
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-lim I n,(Ç,")dÇ=o .
R__+_i_

Let us consider now the branch cut integrals.

-€+jõ

In,(ç,")¿(=,I$ [ -n,qç,r¡aç (r.8)
Lt ã-ó --*t¡¡

ô<<e

*jô

where Hn(Ç,r) is given in (a.a5). By using the same change of variables as in Appendix

G, the integrals along l,1 and L2 can be expressed as

I n,(8,ù dÇ=-i '=i!."-'l*, * (r.10)
Lt ó z Kn(zern)

Iu,(e,ÐdÇ=Ï-:!ar. (r.11)
L2 - tozKn(ze-Jn)

Following the same procedure in Appendix G, we have

In,(Ç,r)dÇ=-i t-'('-t) . ., .: az G.rz)Lt o zf(-l)"Knk)- jnl"(z)l

I r,(Ç,r)¿(=Jg6 ! _ 
n,çç,r¡ aç

L2 ã-ó -e-¡o
ô<<e

(r.7)

and

Finally

(r.e)

Jn"çç,r¡aç
L2

flæ
I i.I lr,(Ç,r)d(=-2ni !
L¿, Lz) 0

-i "-z(r-1)
zI?l)"Kn(z)+ jnl"(z)l

dz.

h(
azI

z)e-z(r-11

Ò;îa
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EVALUATTON OF TrrE TNTEGRALS rN (5.9)-(5.11) FOR THE CASE OF

A PULSE INCIDENCE

First consider the integral

I.u,(ç,,)oÇ=J.(å1-#rffiot. (r.r)

Using the small argument approximations of Ç(() in (J.1) yields for small (

In,(Ç,r)dÇ-(+-*lt# !Çt aÇ n=1,2,3"' . (r.z)
ce 

,^/t nlr- 2n_r(n_I)l ë.-

It is obvious from (J.2) that ïm I Hn(Ç,r) dÇ=0. p6¡ ¿ =Q, we have
e-+0 .jLe

!.noc,,)d(,--+-i, l"#ot (r.3)

Since along C r, Ç=e,io, we obtain

APPENDD( J

$ I 
¿ # dÇl<rim 2r¡eM*l # | =:sd#)- l=o . (r.4)

Hence

I nr(Ç,r)dÇ=0. (J.5)
ce

Consider now the integral along C-. Using the asymptotic expression of Ç(() for

large (, Hn(Ç,r) becomes

Hn(Çr)-zkç|=-+r# (r.6)
Ç+fi Ç+^{z ç'
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Therefore by the theorem 25.1in [9], when T > 0,

_lim I n,(Ç,r)dÇ=o .
R---ð-

Let us consider now the integrals along the branch cut and infinitesimal semicircles.

The integrals J and J each consists of three pafis, namely
Lt L2

[-<y'r+el+;o -(yi+e)+jô -e+jõ ì
In,(ç,")¿(="lSl J + J + I lH,(Ç,r)dÇ (r.8)
L, 

Bjå t 
-*Fiô -(y'2-e)+iô -d-e)+jaJ

[-trí-rl-;u -(y'2-e)-iõ -*jô ì
In,(Ç,r)d(=JSl J + J + I lH,(Ç,r)dÇ (r.e)

L2 
Þ-ö L -e-jô -(rí+e)-jõ -<^lz+Ð-ja )o<<t

where Hn(Ç,r) is given in (5.6). Changing the variables

in (J.8) and

Ç=-z-jõ (J.11)

in (J.9), and noting that when ô+0, Ç=z"in along L1 andÇ=zt-in along 12, yields

In,(Ç,")dÇ=- I(.l-- *i t-).'-'lr, o, (r.tz)
Lt o ^/r-z ^(z-z zKrQelß¡ -

? .- .- *, 
I 1 

"-z(t-l)J,Hn{Ç,r)oç=!(ã- ^fr? zKÁze_t\dz (J.13)

Now following the same procedure in Appendix G, we have

(r.7)

( =-z+jð (J.10)
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and

Finally
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